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Section 309 of the Adult Educlition Act of 1966
provided discretionary grants for special projects and teacher
trainint in adult basic education (ABE). The 309 program played an ,

import. '1 role in innovations, recruitment, instructional materials,
and teaching strategies,' and it demonstrated how active Federal
officials could boost state and local practices and policies. Yet,
the Federal role antagonized some constituencies and figured in the
program's demise. The U.S. Department of Education's Division of
Adult Education guided the program by setting priorities, soliciting
and shaping proposals, awarding grants, and disseminating project ,

inforMation. This activist role affected the 309 program's
accomplishments and impact on ABE, influencing such areas as policy,
curriculum development, interstate efforts, print and electronic
media use, and staff development. The program promoted.communications
and provided a sense of mission for the ABE field. Two major
shortcomings, however, were*the failure to build its own constituency
and the alienation of a politically strong segment--state adulj

a, education directors. Lack of state-level involvement in policy and
grant decisions and aggressive managemeRt by Federal officials led to
the reconstitution of the 309 program as a state discretionary grant
activity in 1974. The 309 program contributed significantly to the
ABE field despite the lack of an elaborated, integrated dissemination ,

system and despite too many low visibility projects. A revived
Federal-level grants program that builds on past strengths and
acknowledges previous shortcomings would better serve the diverse ABE
community. ('The appendixes include a list of potential 309 projects
and a reference list of past project reports.) (SK)
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This essayy Promoting Innovation and Controverlyin
' Adult Basic Education: Section 309 of the Adult Education Act is

one of fur monograph papers commissioned by the National Adult
Literacy Project (NALP), a joint project of the Far West Labora-
tory and The NETWORK, Inc., sponsored by the National Institute
of Education. NALP is one component of President Reagan's
(1983)1' Initiative on Adult Literacy. The Initiative was de-
signed to promote collaboration between the'public and private
sectors in order to offer literacy training moreeffectively,and
economically to those who seek and need it. The other monographs
in the series arse titled: Giving Literacy Away: Alternative-
Strategies for Increasing-Adult L[teracy Development, Training
Capacity and Program Participation; Television Teciinofo ies in
Combating Illiteracy; and The Literac Em lo ment Euat on
Education for Tomorrow's Joss:

',111C

FAR WEST LABORATORY FOR
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
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The work upon which this publicktion bashed was jaerformed
pursuant to Cmtract No. NIE-R-83-000-11 of the NaTional
Institute of Education. It does not, however, necessarily
reflect the views of that Agency.
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,Chapter 1

Section 309 of the Adult Education Act

Introduction

In 1964, Congress tiated federal support for local adult

litbasic education [ABE] p grams. Soon, thereafter, Congress also
inaugrated an ABE discre io.nary grants program. The 309 program
(so dubbed after its legislative mandate) was intended to help
nurture the ABE field. And the program did spark innovations in
ABE practice, policy, and,estaff development. However, the pro-
gram also sparked controversy--controversy over specific pro-
jects, overthe program's ruerit, and over federal 309 policy. In
the end, the 309 program proved short lived. Nonetheless, it had
an enduring impact--through the Adult Performance Level ProjeQt,
for example--on the ABE field. Today, in fact, even those who
once lobbied against it, have come to regret the pr9\gram's end.

These facts alone are sufficient to prompt consideration of
the 3Q9 program and its -role in ABE's development. Furthermore,
a federal 309 program is now likely to be revived, and this pos-
sibility makes an investigation of the 309 program particularly
germane. If a renewed 309 program can benefit from an under-
standing of its predecessor's successes, problems, and short-
comings, then perhaps it will not.suffer the same fate.

The study reported herein probed into the history of the 309
program. The effort was undertaken to'understand, in general,
the role of federal education officials in promoting innovation
in ABE, andto,understand, more specifically, their role in the
309 program, the,impact of the 309 program, and the problems. that
led to its demise. The project was also undertaken to offer
recommendations that would be useful to a revived 309 program or
a similar effort.

The study, as reported in the pages to follow, relied on 309
project reports and earlier evaluations of the 309 program as
well as interviews with federal and state adult education offi-
cials and with the recipients of 309 grants. The study waS not
exhaustive and cannot lay claim to providing a definitive account
and aSsessment of the 309 program. However, drawing on the writ-
ten record and the informed opinions of those who had been in-
volved with the pragram, this report details the types of 309
projects conducted and the areas in which they had impact; it
examines the problems which beset the program; and it illuminates
the role that federal officials had overall and in regard to
specific 309 projects. These tasks provide a basis for assessing
the 309 program, for supporting its reactivation, and for offer-
ing recommendations for the future.'

The rest'of the chapter reviews the founding and mandate of
the 309 program. It considers such questions as: How did the
program come to be? What were its legislated goals? Chapter 2
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proceeds
w

to examine the role of the federal government, and, in
particular, the role of the Division of Adult Education and 4ts
long time director, Paul Delker. How did. federal officials view
the program? What did they seek to accomplish? How did they
pursue their goals? In Chapter 3, the 309's accomplishments and
impacts are considered. In what spheres did the program operate?
What were its undertakings? What were its succesdes? Chapter 4
takes up, the proverbial reverse side of the coin: What were the
309's problems and difficulties? Why, ultimately, was the prc-
gram ended?' The final Chapter, 5, offers an overall assessments
of the 309tprogram, 'weighing both the positive and negative
aspects. The chager, then argues for the need for a,,309-type
program and offers recommendations to help a revived program
function as effectively as possible. Appendix A, it should be
noted, offers suggestions--based largely on the interviews con-,

.ducted with ABE officials, administrators, andltresearchers--for
specific 309-type projects that are presently needed. Under-
girding this entire report is an effort to bring attention to
both an important part of ABE's early history and to the impor-
tance.of ABE's history for its present and future.

Background to.the 309 Program

Adult basic education has gone through a profound change in
recent history. Twenty years ago, the educational needs of
undereducated adults went largely unnoticed. A few programs in
the military and in prisons, a few others in church-related
settings composed the landscape of adult literacy efforts. As
late as 1962, only eight state education departments had full
time administrators for adult education, and_ twenty-two states
had no such administrators at all (DeScantiS, 1979, p. 7). Not
surprisingly, therefore, as late as 1963, "only 160 out of 15,200
school :systems [nationwide] offered adult basic education pro-
grams" (DeScantis, 1979, p. 8).

In the early 1960s, however, adult educators had begun to
press for a national literacy program. Initially, Congress re-
buffed these efforts. But in 1964, support for adult basic edu-
cation was incorporated into the Economic Opportunity Act. This
was "the first time the federal government allocated funds di
rectly for literacy education" (Cook, 1977, p. /14). Ironically,
though, the support was not provided through federal education
legislation. Instead, based on the premise that educational
deficiencies repres4nted an economic liability, ABE funding
was provided through War on Poverty legislation. Nonetheless,
administrative responsibility for ABE was delegated to the U.S.
Office of Education. And in 1966, ABE was transferred directly
amd fully into the U.S. Office of Education's province.

The federal ABE budget was meager at first, and would never
reach the levels that ABE'advocates sought (National Advisory
Committee . . . 1968). Yet, the federal dollars had an immed-
iate and decisive impact. In 1965, federal ABE funds first
became available--about $4 million was appropriated that first

2



year*. With this support, states supported local ABE programs in
_which nearly 38,000 adult students participated. By 1§671 $26
million in-federal appropriatiOns support'ed ABE programs, which
enrolled.388,000'students, in all 50 states, the District of

, Columbia, and five U.S. territories. ThiS expansion of funds,
programs, and students was to continue, if not quite so drama-
tiically, into the mid 19470s (see Table 1, p: 6).

Federal ABE funds were distnlbuted on a formulabasis among
the states and territories, and the funds were essentially tarr
,geted to support local ABE programs. "Yet, program support per se
was not ,sufficient, for early on the ABE field was underdevelop-
ed. It faced a general "scarcity" of teachers and administra--
tors, and "those that were Undertrained" (Bosco, 1975, p. viii).
The ABE field also faced a scarcity of methods and materials to
recruit and instruct adult students (Adairj ,1969)., As noted
above, prior to federal ABE fundIngl most state education depart
ments lacked adult education staffs; in those states that didp4
moreover, the adult education division was not typically con-
cerned with basic education (Delker, 1984a). In addition, only a-
dozen orofio colleges and universities had degree programs in
adult education, and those'that did exist were chiefly involved
with continuing education (Delker, 1984a).

From the outset, federal officials recognized that'a nation-
al ABE effort requireemore than program funds, and from an early
date, they were involved in identifying and helping to meet the
field's needs. Thus, following passage of the 1964.Economic Opp
'portunity Act, federal education officials met with "leading
adult educators-to.assess the-most pressing needs of adult edu-
cation" (Hoffman & Pagano, 1971, p. 12; see also, George Washing-
ton University,; 1965). In addition, federal eddcation officials
helped initiate ABE teacher training programs during the summer
of 1965. And in response to the field's needs for appropriate
instructional strategies and materials, federal officials spon-
sored a comparative field test, beginning in March 1965, of four
adult basic reading programs (Greenleigh Associates,, Inc., 1966).

Federal effortsto develop the resources required for a
national ABE program were, initially, somewhat constrained. The
Economic Opportynities Act legislation (1964) provided no discre-
tionary funds for developing ABE's resources. Thus, when federal
officials organized the first teacher training institutes, the
fundinghad to be provided by the Ford FounJation, and the field
test of reading systems was funded, appareRtly, through the plan-
ning division of the Office of Ecomonic Opportunities, not
through funds designated for ABE (Greenleigh Associates, 1966)..

TTETTFTETWFATEiTICTIFiEriiriliad actually been for $18,612,000;
however the funds became available so late in the fiscal year
that only $4 million of it could be spent. The rest was held
over to the following year (Delker, 1984a; National Advisory
Council . . . 1976, p. 15).

3
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The situation soon began to change, howelilr. In 1965, the Eco-
nomic'Opportunities Act was amended so that up to five percent
(5%) of the. annual ABE allocation was available'.for teacher
training purposes (bevelopient Associates,' 1980, p. 54). Then,
in 1966, the section -or the .Economic Opportunities'Act that pro-
vided for ABE support was repealed; in its stead .the Adult Eduag
dation Act. (1966) 'was enacted. And this legislat n increased

. both the discretionary program funding and the man ate, governing '
dilt.ribution of disiretionary grants..

.

&

The Adult Educat:kon Act was, in intent, "essentially siMi-
lar" to its predecessor allna & Downing, 1976, p. 35),. and thus
continued, and continued to expand, federal support for local APE
programs.' But there were'changesr too. .first, ABE as made for -
mally,'and legislatively part of the federal education structure--
that is, the U.S. Office of Education: Secondly, the new legis-
lation.delegated from,, 10%' to 20% of 'annual ABE appropriationspfor . 4-
a discretionary grants program. Thirdly,-these grants were to
be used not only for staff training but also to develop ABE's
material and strUtegic resources. Such discretionary authority ...

4 was no unusual and frequently accompanied legislation,organiiing-
program 'atic efforti (Delker, 1984b). The discretionairy. author-
ity refl \ected an awareness that the ABE field required more than
just,pro ram funds. As noted above,, even before such funds were
availabl feddral officials iliad become involved, in helping to
identify andNmeet the needs of the newly emerging ABE field. The
Econo mid ,pportunities Act had been amended to proVide federal
,officials' with funds for staff training purposes; now under .the
Adult Education,Act, federal officials gained greater funds and
wider authorioty-7authority which they were to actively employ..

Section.309. of the 1966 Adult Education Act empowered the
U.S. ComMissioner of Education to offer discretionary grants.
The legislation specified that grants were to-Abe used for special
projects and for teacher training. Special psojects grants were
essentially intended to promote innovative'Oactices and pro-
grams. As the concept of basic research had been deliberately
excluded from the Section 309.language, special project grants
cuuld Only sanction development, demonstration, -and other applied
research activities (Delker, 1984a).

a a.

Two categories of special projects were deftped in the
legislation. In the first case, special projects`Vere those
which would:

involve the use of inhovative methods, systems,
materials, or programs which. may have national
significance or be of special value in promoting
effective programs (Adul't' Education Act, 1966,
Sec. 309b, pare'. 1).

Special projects, so defined, were clearly and specifically in-
tended to be of "national significance"--that is, to yield trans-
ferable results, influence national policy, anu the like; how-
ever, Section 309b also mandated special project6 which

4
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involve, programs of adult
.

education . , . which . . .

have unusual promise in pi.umoting a comprehensive ,

approach to the,.problems ot persons with basic'
educational deficiencies. (para. 2).

.

With this paragraph, as justification, federalsofficials directed
309 funds to support local,/-aperatiohal projects which were not
Untended, in themselveS, to have broad-ranging impact. "Local
impact" projeCts, would, 'in fact, come to represent the majority
of 309b special. projects (C mptroller General., 1975, p. 14).

In addir,ion, to national and local-level special nrojects,
'subsection 309c of the. Adult Education legislation, also author-
ited grants

to provide training to persons engaged, or preparing
to engage, as personnel in adult education programs.

And 309c grants were, over time, to be applied to meet the train-
igg needs not only oiABE teachers but paraprofessionals, college
tutors, local program administrators and state adult education
department staffs. .

The 309 program was, in fact, relatively small in size.
While the National Adult'Education Advisory Committee (1968)
recommended budgets of t20and $30 million annually, the program
received at-aaximum about $10 million. And from 1966, when they
were initiated, through 197A, when they were ended, federal dis-

A cretionary ABE eant .appropriations totaled $71 million.- -a rather
conservative amount by federal standards (see Table 1, P. 6).

Despite a modest budget, the program played an important
role. From 1967 to"1974, approximately 83,000 ABE teachers and
administrators participated in 309(c) sponsored training activi-
ties-(National Advisory Council . . 1976). 309(b) grants, for
their part, promoted innovations in recruitment methods, instruc-
tional materials, teaching.strategies, and program organization.
309(b) special project grants helped redefine the ABE mandate and
set it on an adult-Orientedifooting.. Moreover, the program was
on,e of the few means federal officials had, to influence the bur-
geoning ABE field, i'.nd as 0111 be seen, federal.officiais made
active use of it:

The program accomplished much. 309 grants initiated and/or
supported some of the halltharks ofIABE's early history, including
the Adult Performance Level project, the Appalachian Adult Educa-

. tion Center, and learning centers and individualized instruction-
.

al approaches Yet,to be certain, many 309 funded projects
quickly came and went, leaving little discernible mark. The
grants program also demonstrated how active, involved federal
officials could local and state educational practices and
policies. Yet, the federal role, at times, antagonized ABE con-
stituencies and figured in the program's demise.

5



Federal A8i Pt2g r rrLagle Grants and Studentnroliments,
Pr gram Ailgmoslitiol,

Number of 309b ojects and of 309c Projectirticiutria

Fiscal Appropriations
Year State q frik4arillments

ABE Appropriations Number of
Student 309b 309b

Special Projects Projects

37,991 IdtInan

Appropriations Number of
309c 309e Project

Teacher Training Pertisamit

16019658 $18,612,000

19668 19,689,000 377,660 f1055,982° 982

19.67 .26,2130,000 388,935 $1,520,162 13 1,399,838 1,197

1968 32,200,000- 455,730 6,550,000 21 1,500,000 2,004

1969 36,000,000 484,626 7,000,000 28 2,000,000 1;587

1970 40,000,000 535,613 8,000,000 41 2,000,000 1,727

1971 44,875,000 620,922 7,000,000 49 3,000,900 3,360

1972 51,134,000 820,514 7,000,000 58 3,000,000 23,600

1973 74,834,000 822,469 7,000,000 55 3,000,000 23,500

1974 53,485,000 956,401 1,000,000 50 3,000,009' 25,405=1111
81n 1965 and1966, federal adult basic education Guide were authorized under the 1964
Economic Opportdnities Act.

bFederel officials helped organize teacher training institutes in 1965; however, the Ford
Foundation funded the effort. -

cThe '1965 Economic Opportunities Act amendments authorized teacher training appropriations.

4. Sources: *lull fdircstioti 4pp/wrist/oft History. (nA1). Washington, DC. Division oT Adult
Education, U.S. Department of Education; Development Associates. (1960). 4P
4ssessinefit of the state-exillistered program of the eduit eclacetion act.

) filial report. Arlington, VA: Author; National Advisory Council on Adult Education,
(1976). 44/1 historical perspective:. The adult fee/cello? 44ct. Washington, 6C:

Author,
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Overall, the 309 program, has invited varied responses. The
National Advisory Committee on Adult Education (1968) deemed it
"essential to the rapid improvement of adult basic education"
(p. 3) and viewed 309 projects as the "cutting edge of the Adult
Basic Education program!: (p. 25). Evaluations of the program
in the late 1960s and early 1970s offered less enthusiastic re-
sponses (see, Comptroller General, 1975; General" Electric, 1969).
Congress, for its part, launched the program in 1966, ended it--
as a federal operation--in 1974, and then re-mandated it in 1976,
though without yet appropriating funds for its operation (Adult
Education Act, 1966; 1974 Amendments . . . 1974; 1978 Ammend-
ments . . . 1978). Furthermore, those who lobbied for an end to
the program in 1974, now are lobbying for its restoration (e.g.,
Miller, 1984).

L

The 309 program deserves scrutiny, if for no other reason
than to understand the controversy it has generated. But it also
deserves scrutiny on other grounds. The grants program was
initiated to develop the resources and capabilities of the ABE
field. What role and impact did the 309 program have? What was
its place in ABE's early history. Moreover, the program was very
much a federal tool. How did federal officals employ it? What
impact did they have on the program transferred from federal to
state responsibility? This latter issue is particularly salient
in that a 309-type program will likely be revived soon. This
increases the need for an exploration of the program's strengths
and, perhaps, avoidance of its shortcomings. The pages which
follow seek to provide such an exploration.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Chapter 2

The Federal Role

Introduction

The ABE legislation offered a rather skimpy mandate to the
309 program. Special projects and training programs were not i

very precisely described. Federal education officials therefore
had considerable freedom to determine what constituted: "inno-

i vative methods, systems, materials or programs," "national sig-
nificance," "programs of . . unusual promise," "a comprehensive
or coordinated approacpind,other elements of the Section 309
language,(Adult Educatlion . . . 1966). Federal officials were
to make considerable use of the freedom afforded them. Essen-
tially, it vas they who Shaped the 309 program, not the authoriz-
ing legislation. And thus to understand the 309program, it is
not enough to examine tile legislation or, even, to examine 309
projects and what they did or did not accomplish. Rather, to
understand the 309 program, attention must be given the policies
and concerns of those federal officials responsible for its
operation.

In legislative terms, that responsibility fell to the U.S.
Commissioner' of Education; in practical, day-to-day terms, that-
responsibility fell to the Division of. Adult Education, within
the U.S. Office of Education. The Division, in turn, has left ah
indelible and most vivid imprint on the 309 grants program. To
be sure, the Bureau of Adult, Vocational, and Technical Education
(in which the Division of Adult Education was housed),' and the
Commicsioner of Education's Office have all influenced the 309
program; nonetheless, ft was the Division's leadership and senior
staff which have figured most significantly in the 309's\direc-
tion, impact, and, to some extent, difficulties.

The Division of Adult Education was orlginally headed by'
Jules Pagano. In 1968, Paul Delker was,appointed director, and
he has headed the Division ever since. Delker had been an ad-
ministrator with the Peace Corps, and he brought a broad social ,

perspective and a strong social commitment to his stewardship of
ABE. For Delke,., ABE did not simply represent skills development
but "a powerful tool for social change" (Delker, 1969, p. 7).

ABE, in Delker's view, offered a means for helping people "become
more self-reliant, more fully human, and better equipped for . .

participation in a rapidly changing society" (p'. 1). Delker's

s a resu t of a strat ve reshufflings, the Division of
Adult EchAcation has, over time, been part of the Bureau of Adult,
Vocational and Technical Education; the Bureau of Occupational
and Adult Education; and, currently the OffiCe of Vocational and
Adult Education, U.S. 'Department of'Education.

8
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orientation and, in at least one case, his Peace Corps background
were shared by others in the Division of Adult Education
(DeScantis, 1984). '

Yet', whatever the concerns and perceptions of Delker and.his
staff, Congress had deliberately designed the ABE system to have
a strong state bias (DeScantis, 1979). The Adult Education Act
prohibited "federal control over the curriculum, program oof
instruction, administration, or personnel of any educational
institution or school system" (Bina & Downing,'1976, p. 35), and
thus, federal officials had limited control over local ABE ef-
forts. As a consequence, the 309 program took on special sig-
nifteance.

309 gtants offered the Division of Adult Education "lever-
.ageO at the state and local levels (DeScantis, 1979, p. 17):
Indeed, it was one of the only means of leverage at the disposal
of federal officials, and Delker and Division staffers were to
rely on it heavily. They employed the program to address prob-

, lems of underdevelopmentnot, in this case, of underdeveloped
countries but of an underdeveloped educational system: Adult
Basic Education. They applied the grants program to develop the
ABE field's capacities and to offer it direction and definition.
They were aggressive in shaping the 309 programin setting its
goals, initiating proilects, and seeking to influence ABE. Yet,
these federal officials were not arbitrary nor, isolated from the
ABE field. Quite the contrary. According to those interviewed
for this study, the Division of Adult Education and Delker, in
particular, were open to advice and responsive td ideas from the
ABE field and actively sought to keep abreast of research and
training developments (e.g.; Aker, 1984; Darkenwald, 1984;
Harman, 1984; Spear, 1984). Yet, with this said, the 309 pro-
gram still clearly reflected and promulgated a federal agenda.

To understand the 309 program, then, the federal impact on
the program must'be considered - -both in terms of the nature of
that impact, and the manner in which it was realized.. How did
the Division of Adult Education and'its director affect the 309
program? How did they accomplish what they accomplished? To
answer these questions--and thereby'understand the impact of
Delker and others on the 309 program--it is useful to examine the
specific roles that federal officials played in regard to 309
goals, grant awards, proposals, and priorities.

Priorities and Grants

The 309 program was very much a federal program. The pro-
gram's direction was set and its dollars allocated by several -
levels of federal bureaucrats, stretching from the Division of
Adult Education through the Bureau of Adult, Vocational, and
Technical Education and the U.S. Office or Education to rarified
sections of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
(Darkenwald, 1,974). The HEW. secretary's office, while not fre-
quently part of the 309 process, was almost certainly involved in

e9
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decisions to award 309 grants to Model-Cities programs and to an
academy for undereducated postal workers (Delker, 1984b). More
typically, though, the 309 program functioned within the U.S.
Commissioner of Education's where. For the most Part, the
priorities which guided the 109 program directly reflected or
evolved from the Commissioner's'national education goals (Parker,
1984). In 1972, for example,

all Section 309(b) funds . . [were] to be applied to
targeted demonstrations supporting four Office of
Education objectives: Model Cities adulta7CaTTon;
TEi-OUTE Right to Read Effort; Career Education; and
Meeting Special Needs of Educationally Disadvantaged
adults (Worthington, 1972, p. 1; emphasis added).

The Commissioner's office also processed 309 grant awards in some
cases-309 supported Right-to-Read projects, for example (D'elker,
1984b).

The Division of Adult Education, itself, efforded consider-
able direction to the 309 program (Eyre, 1984). It was at the
initiative-of the Division and Paul Delker specifically that a
regional approach to taff development wasmade a national 309
priority (Brown, 198L,. Division officials, in general, helped
determine the officia , posted-in-the-Federal-Register 309 prior-
ities (Delker, 1984a). These priorities could be quite detailed.
In 1974, for example, not only was adult career education pro-
motedQas a 309 priority but very Lpegific career education prior-
ities were stipulated, including

Demonstration project k involving approximately 5
employers, each ofoihich would experiment with models
which have a common adult education component. . . .

Demonstration prOjects which are jointly administered
by a State education agency. and some other State
agency . . . for educationally disadvantaged public
service employees .

A study of practices in industry which treat the
employment structure itself as a part of an adult
learning system. . .

Studies which analyze several current industrylland
p labor-sponsored adult basic education programs which

do not receive State or Federal assistance (Special
Projects and Teacher Training . . . 1973, pp. 34560 -

34561).

Through their influence on 309 priorities, Division of Adult
Education leaders sought to employ the 309 program as an instru-
ment to develop the ABE field's capacities, including curricula
and assessment materials, recruitment strategies, tea,gher and
administrator corps, state adult education staffs, training

10 ,
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resources, and so forth (Delker, 1984a). .Delker, moreover, em-
ployed the 309 program' to offer definition and direction to the
ABE field.. He committed 309 funds toAevelop the Adult Perform-
ance Level project (Delker, 1984b; Harman, 1984) and, thereby, to
promote a national ABE agenda (see Chapter 3). In such fashions,
Delker and other federal officials were shaping both the.309 pro-
gram and the ABE field itself. Indeed, they were shaping the 309
program in order to shape ABE.

Proposal Garnering and Shaping

Under Delker's"leadership, the Division of Adult Education
did not passively await the submission of proposals to undertake
309 projects. Indeed, early on, it could not affort to wait,
for 'not enough quality proposals were being submitted (Delker,
1984b). Consequently, the Division actively sought-to entice
researchers and project developers to considei- adults and adult
basic education, and the Division sought to encourage and, if
necessary, to shape proposals.

To some extent, the Division relied on formal requests to
generate proposals. Thus, an RFP [Request for Proposal]-like
process was issued to attract researcherd, to the task of setting
functional Adult Performance'Levels (Delker, 1984; Harman, 1984)..
Official 309 priorities also laid'out.specific goals for re-
searchers and project developers to pursue (see above). Appar-
ently, though, proposals were often generated by the Division
through an informal process (Delker, 1984a; 1984b).

During the 1960s and early 1970s, less stringent procedures.
than now exist governed relationships between federal education
staffs and the communities they served. As a result, Delk6r, for
example, might ask. an adult education researcher to consider what
could be done about "X" problem or issue. The researcher might
then develop an outline or prospectus -for Delker's consideration
and feedback; eventually,, thereby, Delker's original inquiry
might result in submission of a formal proposal to the 309 pro-
gram (Ast, 1984; Spear, 1984). Conversely, a researcher might
take the initiative. Before developing a proposal,. he or she
Might discuss the proposed project with Division staffers to see
if they.* were at all interested (Ast, 1984). Even the formal
submission process had, at times, an interactive cast to it.
Thus, in 1972, applicants for 309 grants were requested to submit
"a brief concept paper," outlining the goals and methods of their
proposed project. Division staffers, then, on the basis of this
concept paper, recommended or not, "development of a complete
proposal" (Worthington, 1972, p. 2). Such interactions formal
and informal, provided federal officials with additional opportu-
nities to guide and mold the 309 progiram.

Division of Adult Education officials would, at times,
encourage researchers and project directors to seek 309 funds.
Delker, for.example, encouraged

11
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Warren Ziegler (1984), to 'prepare futureoriented
analyses of ABE policy;,.

World Education, to idapt it Third World-oriented
literacy program, Project AIM, to this country
(Rivera, 1984);

and North Carolina State University, to investigate
computer-assisted ABE instruction (Lumsden, 1984).

Others within the Division of Adult Educationas well as regional
Office of Education officials offered similar encouragement to
other potential 309 applicants (Brown, 1984; Bobbi Walden, 1984).

To reiterate, then,,the Division of Adult Education, under
Delker's leadership, actively sought projects to fund. And, once .

again, thereby the D4visioniworked to shape both,the,309 program
and the field the program was intended to serve.

Proposal Decisions

The Division of Adult Education itself reviewed 309 grant
applications and decided, in most cases, which projects to fund.
This authority provided the Division with a mos', direct means to
develop and shape the ABE field--a3 is perhaps, best illustrated
by the array of 309 projects described in Chapter 3: What can be
emphasized at this juncture is the Division's activist posture
vis-a-vis funding decisions. For example, to gain 309 funding,
Delker insisted that a regional staff development proje4 in the
South had to include at least one Black college per state (Brown,
1984). In other instances, Delker circumvented state policies
which would have restricted the flow of 309'monies. Missis-
sippi's state education department required local communities to
put up one half,of the 10 percent match required for 309 grants.
As with a similar policy in Louisiana,the state was effectively
preventing poor, Black/communities from receiving 309 grants.
Delker, however, would not abide the restrictions and arranged
for exceptions to the matching-funds' requirement (Delker,
1984b).

In exercising its responsibility for makiiig grant decisions,
the Division was willing to assume some risks. Under Delker's
leadership, the Division funded non-traditional ABE sponsors,
including a Jessie Jackson-headed group in Chicago (DeScantis,
1979) and the Southern Christian Leadership Conference in
Georgia.' The Division also funded non-traditional curricular
approaches,,such as projects linking 16E to personal development
(Adkins, 1984) and to problem-solving activities (Rivera, 1975)..
Risk-taking was further evidenced by support for projects based

T17661WPITTliTing of 309 grant recipients supplied to the
author by the Division of Adult Education.
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on admittedly "vague" proposals--vague given the "plowing-new-
ground" nature of the work proposed (Kincaid, 1984). Thus,
through their authority over 309 funding decisions, officials' of
the Division of Adult Education again asserted their impact on
the 309 program.

Project Operations and Dissemination

The efforts of.the Division of Adult Education to shape the
309 program were not limited in their focus to priorities,
grants, and proposals. Division staffers were also involved in
the operation, to some extent, and; much more so, the.dissemina-
tion or309 projects. The Division played a somewhat limited
role in project operations (41;)1984; Kincaid, 1984). Projects
were granted considerable "autonomy" (Irish, 1984), were not
imposed upon (Crouch, 1984), and were allowed to do "their thine
(Shelton, 1984). Division officials did offer researchers and
project directors encouragement (Adkins, 1984), helped locate
sites for pilot demonstrations (Rivera, 1984) and fieldatedts
(Northcutt, 1984), and reviewed project. products (Caplan, 1984).
For the 309 project that led to Evaluation in Adult Basic Educa-
tion (Grotelueschen, Gooier, & ac7177TITE7IFF53717176FTUWai4-
workshops "throughout the United States" at which ABE teachers,
local and state administrators, and.efederal officials "provided
critical review of . . [the project's] ideas and . . . itistr31-
mente (p. vii). Delker, in at least one instance, helped "put
flesh on the bones" of a major project, not by imposing his
agenda but by offering useful suggestions of the "did you know
about 'X'" ilk (Spear, 1984). Not everything was rosy, to be
sure. Federal.regulations as well as commuication problems with
federal officials interferred with the-ability of a large-scale,
multi-state project to meet all of its original goals (South-
western Cooperative Education Laboratory, 1970). Overall,
though, Delker and his staff offered researchers and developers
-a context which they found to in extremely supportive (Adkins,
1984; Brown, 1984; Northcutt, 1984).

If the Division of Adult Education was not deeply involved
in the day-to-day operation of 309 projects, the same could not
be said when it came to project dissemination. Federal, officials
encouraged 309 directors to develop contacts with each other
(Howard, 1984; Spear, 1984; Bobbi Walden, 1984). Delker et al.
also encouraged--and arranged for--309 directors to present at
ABE conferences-and meetings (Caplan, 1984; Kincaid, 1984;
Lumsden, 1984; Northcutt, 1984; Ziegler, 1984). Moreover,
federal officials "encouraged and in some cases required newly
funded special [309] projects to work with and, where possible,
through the regional staff development projects" (DeScantis &
Qazilbash, n.d., p. 12). They also funded, as is described
below, studies of 309 dissemination'problems and supported a
model dissemination program. In general, federal officials
sought to get the message out about 309 results and products,
which represents a rather natural consequence of their efforts
to employ the 309 program to introduce change and innovation.

13



Influences on Federallailumakers

While the 309 program was largely shaped by federal educa-
tional officials, in particular Division of Adult Education
staff, the ABE community at large had some impact. At times,
the'Division hired consultants to advise on various matters,
including thop relating ,to the 309 program (Harman, 1984;
Ziegler, 1984). On a less formal basis, Delker and/or his staff
would also seek outside advice in regard to ideas for specific
undertakings (Aker, 1984; Eyster, 1984). Moreover, much inter-
change occurred and much feedback was gathered, at least as far
as Delker (1984a) was concerned, at national conferences and
other get-togethers of the ABE community. In'addition, federal
officials participated in conferences designed to assess the
national ABE effort, including. 309 program efforts (see, .Adair,
1969).

309 projects influenced the 309 program. At times, results
from one project led to subsequent 309 undertakings. Thus,
national teacher-training survey led, in part, to.a national
center to coordinate. regional staff development projects (Spear,
1984). Also, 309 projects were sponsored speeiffcally to inform
309 program policy and practice (e.g.,' General Electric, 1969).
Most significantly in this regard, researchers at theCenter for
Adult Education (Teachers'College, Columbia University) undertook
a multi-dimensional 309 project (a) to "design and demonstrate a
strategy for determining priorities for [3093 special projects"
(Mezirow & Irish, 1974, p. 2) and (b) to analyze 309 dissemina-.
tion difficulties (Darkenwald, Beder, Adelman, 1974). These
projects, in turn, led to a 309-funded model dissemination system
(Mezirow; et al., n.d.),,, to the inclusion of local- and state-.
level, input into 309 priority setting, and to the use df outside
experts to evaluate 309 proposal applications (Darkenwald, Beder,
& Adelman, 1974, p.°3).

These changes only occured a year or two before the 309
program, as a federal entity came to an end, and thus had limited
impact. When they were in effect, it was chiefly 309 project
directors and adult education researchers who sought input into
309 goals and grants awards (Delker, 1984a). In general, these
groups more than other parts of the ABEPcommunity seemed to have
had the greatest influence on the 309's administrators. It
should be noted that neither the legislatively mandated National
Adllizry Committee on Adult Education nor the later National
Advisory Council on Adult.Education were much involved in estab-
lishing 309 policies and 309 priorities (Eyre, 1984). They were,
at times, though, involved in reviewing said policies and
priorities (Delker, 1984a).

Conclusions

The 309 program was a federal program. It reflected federal
goals and concerns. The 309 program offered federal officials a
tool fOr influencing an otherwise state-oriented ABE system.
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Federal officials, mostly on their owl, established 309 program
priorities and awarded 309 grants. Under Paul Delker's long time
leadership, the Division of Adult Education made active use of
the 309 program to develop ABE capacities and to shape ABE goals.
.To these ends, the Division was able to employ its authority over
funding decisions. Moreover, the Division was actively involved
in encouraging and shaping proposals. It was also involved in
the operation of 309 projects, at least to the extent of pro-
viding a supportive environment for the conduct of research and
'development. The Division was particularly involved in project
dissemination.^ If the 309 program was to influence the ABE
field, the the field needed to be aware of 309 efforts and
results. Ultimately, much of the 309 program's impact and suc-
cess, as discussed in Chapter 3, can be traced back to the active
role that.the Division played in directing and administering the
program. Many .of the program's most significant projects were
initiated and/or spread by federal officials. Yet, the activist
role played by Delker and his staff had its negative consequences
as well, as will be discussed in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 3

309 Program Impacts

Introduction

The accomplishments of the 309 program are controversial.
Some contend that the program had little enduring impact
(Kincaid, 1984); others maintain that the program helped shape
the ABE field for the better (Aker, 1984; Delker, 1984a). Evalu-
ations done during the 309's lifetime offered what can be called
at best mixed reviews. They found that the majority of 309
funded projects were not intended to have far-reaching impact
(Comptroller General, 1975) and that the 309 developed innova-
tions were not well known to local ABE practitioners and adminis-
'trators (Griffin & Kent, 1974; Darkenwald, Beder, & Adelman,
1974).

Such assessments may have belied 'the 309's accomplishments,
however. In sufficient numbers, small, locally-oriented grants
can promote large changes. And, indeed, multiple 309 grants to
small curricular projects seem to have contributed to a broad
movement'to redefine the goals of ABE. Moreover, ABE practi-
tioners may not hive been familiar with 309 projects by name--may
not have heard of the Adult Armchair or Appalachian projects, for
example. Yet, this does not, mean that practitioners were unfami-
2iar with 309 inspired innovations--such as, home-based instruc-
tion, coping-skills curricula, and the like. Of the many ABE
teachers and administrators who have profited from the Last
Gamble on Education (Mezirow, Darkenwald, & Knox, 1975)717w
likely know that it resulted from a 309-funded study (Center for
Adult Education, 1971).

To assess the 309 program's' impact thus was and remains
difficult. Yet, it is possible to consider the types of 309
projects that were supported, the goals of these, and, to some
extent, at least, the impacts they had. This perspective offers
a measure of. the 309's accomplishments and worth.

.

Policy Projects

Among other purposes, federal officials employed the 309
program to analyze the workings of and provide guidance to the',
federal ABE etfort. Grants of this sort were awarded to develop
"a normative description of ABE practice" (Center for Adult
Education, 1971, p. 1), to investigate the impact of. federal ABE
funds (Griffith et al., 1974), tk, identify exemplary ABE programs
(Sjorgre & Jacobson, 1976a; 1976o), to identify exemplary 309
special 041.24ects (General Electric, 1969) to survey the research
and development priorities of ABE teachers and administrators
(Mezirow & Irish, 1974),'to assess 309 teacher-training projects
(Spear, et al., 1972a; 1972b; 1972c; 1973), and to evaluate 309
program policies and practices (Darkenwald, Beder, & Adelman, 1974).
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.What did such projects accomplish? One policy project
-(Center for Adult Education, 1971), for. example, resulted in the
Last Gamble on Education (Mezirow, Darkenwald, & Knox, 1975),
which has provided continuing guidance to 'state and local ABE
practitioners (Eyster, 1984).. The original study, moreover,
played a role in legislative changes permitting ABE program funds
to be granted to non-public school institutions (Darkenwald,
1984). Another 309 grant, which provided an almost pholosophical
exegesis on ABE's future (Ziegler, 1974), helped federal offi-
cials introduce participatory planning and outreach requirements
into ABE legislation (Delker, 1984b; see also, Development Asso-,
plates, 1980, p. 59). In still other instances (as noted in
Chapter 2), 309 funded projects to identify research -priorities
(MeziroW & Irish, 1974) and to analyze 309 program dissemination
difficulties (Darkenwald, Beder, & Adelman, 1974). Such efforts
,led federal officials to seek more involvement from the field in
309 program decisions (Darkenwald, 1984) and also led to a 309
supported pilot dissemination project (Mezirow, et al., n.d.).

,The Adult Performance Level (APL) project,reOresented a
. different type of 309'poliey project., On the surface, the APL
study v-ts not a policy at all. APL sought to identify the func-
tione- skills and knowledge levels required for,everyday adult
life. However, federal officials intended that those functional
or performance levels, once defined, would

constitute the ob ectives' of a s stem of
'aut basic eucat y . . wou ]
iTirdiWilne the target polulation
[e.g., adults performing below the iden-
tified funbtiomal-levels]. Furthermore,

allsubseuentadI-o,sl"buses"dcu-

. LwaTararWnrir7nW77777TTWE] (APL
Request for Proposal cited in A Research
and Development Project . . . 1972; empha-
sis added).

The APL project was thus intended to establish a national
ABE agenda, which certainly constitutes a policy goal of consid-
erable significance. The APL project,had considerable impact.
It served to publicize the extent of adult illiteracy in Ameria
and, thereby, engender, support for the national ABE effort
(McCune, 1984; Miller, 1984). 'The study prompted programs and
curricula based on and geared to adult experience. In particu-
lar, the A'PL project played "a pivotal role" in the growth of
competency-based adult education (Darkenwald, 1984).*

111-1-9-8-0-rErrly,1ixoric7cal ABE projects were using or "encour-
aging" competency-based approaches, and about one third were
Using APL curricula materials specifically (Development Asso-
ciates, 1980, p.84).
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The project also prompted others to examine adult functional
competencies (see review by Fischer, '1980). In the end, APL
served to legitimate, a truly adult oriented .adult basic educa-
tion.

309 supported policy analyses and evaluations had, then,
considerable impact. While the results of such projects may not
always have been evident at the local ABE level--though this was
certainly not the case-with the APL project and the Last Gamble
on Education - -the policy projects provided the basiiM7757---
legislative changes; offered guidance to federal, state and local
administrators; and helped offer direction to the ABE enterprise.
Ahd therein, the projects also testified to the potential effi-
cacy of the 309 grants program.

:Curriculum Alternatives

ifThe APL project, as just noted, helped redefine ABE goals
and curricula. However, prior to theAPLyeffort, goncurrent.with
it, and afterwards, .other .309 projects also helped shape the

/agenda of ABE. As a group, these 309 efforts broadened the ABE
.

'curriculum, expanding its parameters beyond literacy, computation
skills, and GED preparation to include various life skills--what
have come to be called "coping skills". For example, an early
309 grant was awarded to a demonstration project which integrated
basic skills instruction with "preparation for daily life, in-
eluding°. . problems like personal hygiene, nutrition, family
'relationships, consumer education, and the social behaviors which
affect job success" (Paige, 1969, p. 44). Other 309 projects
tied basic skills preparation to the development of "homemaking
skills" (Beasley, 1972, p. 3) or attempted to capitalize upon

4 familar concerns (e.g., the Des Moines Family Learning Project
and the Pina County Special Eaperiment, both reported, in Innova-
tions Inventory' . 1974) Still others emphasized such very
basic "coping skills" as self-confidence and'personal pride
(Navajo Adult Basic Education, 1972, 1973).

Multiple 309 projects offered basic skills training in con-
junction with job counseling and/or job training (see, for exam-
ple, Adult Basic Education Project: Career Centers Program,
19'74; B'nai B'rith Adult Career and Counseling Center [Innova-
tions Inventory 1974]; Cabbagestalk, 1969; and Sharp, 1972.
With 309 support, curricula were also developed for specific
populations of adults, including agricultural workers making the
transition to industrial jobs (University of Arkansas project,
reported in General Electric, 1969), Native Americans (Oregon
College of Education, 1972) and emotionally disturbed adults
(Missouri Division of Mental Health's Project Evolve*).

ITITTFTWTaaria, undated compliation of selected 309 project
abstracts provided by Division of Adult Education, U.S. Depart-
ment of Education.
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In mo§t of 4the aforementioned projects, the curriculym was
developed for use by a single, local ABE program. These' 309
projects were of the "local impact" variety (see Chapter 1, p.

5), and they were not intendeI to develop results or products
that Could be employed elsewhere. Other curricula projects,
however, reflected the program's mandate for projects of "na-
tional significance". These were not tied to specific local ABE
programs but aimed to deve]on transferable results that could be
used widely. Projects of this sort included the Adkins Life
Skills. Program, which integrated basic skills attainments with a
carefully sequenced approach to achieve social, personal, and
career maturity (Adkins, 1973); Project ArM, which sought to
develop basic and coping skillsTErough a "process of problem-
inquiry-leading to a practical action" (Rivera, 1975, p.17); and
a program of "civic literacy", which connected literacy develop-
ment to social.. and political action (Ziegler, 1974).

The national and local curricula projects were of varying
quality and had-varying impact. Some projects, to be sure,
quickly came and went. Others, like the Adkins program, endure
(Adkins, 1984). More importanty, through these projects, the 309
..program .promoted recognition that undereducated adults have mul-
tiple, interconnected needs and that attending to educational
problems alone is not sufficient. ,Furthermore, 309 projects
helped expand the ABE protram's resources to meet these needs.
:Thereby, the grants program worked to enrich both the perspective
and the tools of the ABE field.

Programming Innovations

An enriched, creative ABE curriculum would be useless if the
intended audience was not being served. Not surprisingly, there-
fore, 309 funds supported many innovative approaches which aimed
to attract adult students, hold on to them, and help them, (the
students) reach their goals. Efforts of this sort encompassed
various aspects. of ABE programming, including: recruitment,
population focus, format, locale, sponsorship, and staffing. To
be more specifi^, the 309 program funded alternatives in:

program recuitment, including

door-to-door recruitment orpotential students by their
neighbors (e.g., Adult Armchair Education Project . . .

n.d.; Project POR FIN [Irish, 1980]) and by college '

students (Berea College, 1972);

and experimental comparisons of different recruitment
strategies (Project Reach [Irish, 1980]; also Appalachian
Adult Education Center, 1974; 1975).
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a

ro ram o ulation focus, that is, dfveloping programs for
speci c popula ons, such as

inner city poor (Cabbagestalk, 1969; Hanberry & Dahlkel
1974; Paige, 1969);

rural poor (e.g., Quitdan County Mississippi Adult Learning
Programil; Experiment in Motivating Funcipionally Illiterate to
Learning [National Advisory Committee . . . 1969]);

Native Americans (e.g., Gila River Indian Community, 1973;
Navajo Adult Basic Education, 1973, 1974);

Hispanics (POR FIN [Irish, 1980];'Southwestere Collaborative
Educational Laboratories, 1969; 1970);

a

plantation workers (reported by Delker, 1984);

and "'migrant farm workers, ir, the Southeast (Brannigan, 1969).
and Southwest '(see, Cook, 1977, p..91).

"'

program format, in particular supporting
0

home- based ..learning (Adult Armchair Education Project .

n.d.;` POR-FIN, n.d.);

the learning center approach (Ast, 1970; Deaton,,1975; Bobbi
Walden, 1984; also, Sourifman, 1970);

and the individualized teaching method favored in such
centers (Research for Better Sdhools, 1972; see also,
Cognitive Style Mapping . . . 1975; Pyfer, 1972).

program locale, situating programs in such settings as

inner-city homes (Dorman, 1973;Howard, 1969)

rural homes (Pina County .Special Experimental Project
[Innovations Inventory . 1974]);

Head Start Centers (Houghton, 1969);

community centers, jails, and half-way houses for alcoholics
(Gila River Indian Community1,197a3);

portable vans (rannigan, 1969);

and on-the-job (Parson, .1969) and job-training sites
n.d.).

litrarrraTTOW undated compilation of selected 309 project
abstracts provided by Division of Adult Education, U.S. Department
of Education.
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program sponsorship, developNg collaborative efforts with
labor unions and businesses (EDCON Associates, 1972; Laborers
International Union in General Electric, 1969; Operation
Breakthrough in Innovations Inventory . . . 1974; Parsons,
1969);

manpower, welfare, and Other government agencies
(Cabbagestalk, 1969);

libraries and public, school systems (Eyster, 1984; Paige,
1969);

and post-secondary institutions (e.g., T.U.N.E., n.d.; see
0 alsoj National Advisory Committee . 1969).

and program staffing, including the use, as instructors and
counselors, of

community members and paraprofessionals (Gila River . . .

1973; Howard, 1969; Howard's ABC's in Innovations Inventory,
1974);

and college students (Berea Collese, 1972);

and the development of a volunteer corpsprivate and through
the federal ACTION program--to work with undereducated adults

, (Adult Armchair Education Program, 1972; Literacy Volunteers
of America, 1974).

As with the curricular innovations, 309 program innovations varied
considerably in impact. Some were small and, in themselves, had
little impact beyond the students immediately served. The Adult
Armchair project, however, brought national attention to home-
learning and peer-tutoring strategies (Aker, 1984; Eyster, 1984),
and it also provided adult educators with adifferent and more
positive image than they often had of inner-city, minority-group
adults (MIller, 1984). Through support of various programmatic
efforts, blg and small alike, the 309 program served to promote
the idea of .hoping ABE efforts to tie meads and characteristics
of adult learners, and the grants program also served to develop
a host of strategies and.formata.geared to adult learners' needs.

Interstate and_ Regional .efforts

°

309 grants were awarded to a variety of projects which
crossed state boundaries. In &bme instances, these projects
aimed to introduce a particular change or innovation in multiple
settings. For example Idaho State University (1973) received
309 fundS to shore up ABE programs at six Indian reservations in
fiveatates. And, Project Communi-Link (1973) involved "31 pilot
communities in 14 western states" in a. process whereby basic
education activittWwere,linked to community problem-solving
efforts (p. V).
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Other interstate projects were of a more developmental
charact-,er. For example, the Albuquerque-based Southwestern
Cooperative Educational Laboratory (1969;1970), in conjunction
with universities and ABE centers in New Mexico, Arizona,
California. and Oregon, obtained 309 funding for a multi-
dimensional approach to helping illiterate Mexican-Americans.
Drawing on their particular strengths, different components of
this consortium developed ESL videotapes, a basic ESL curriculum,
a teacher training package, a mobile instructional van, a
elearin4house of ABE and ESL materials, and so forth.

To a certain extent, the accomplishments of the interstate
and regional 309 projects could be discussed in terms of other
dategories employed herein. Nonetheless, the interstate and
regional projects made distinct contributions. Thus, the South-
western Cooperative Educational Laboratory's effort, among
others,. highlighted the benefits of pobling resources--of bring-
ing region wide experience, talent, and expertise to bear on ABE
issues. t

The regiohal projects also. demonstrated the effectiveness of
what might be termed a'systems approach. The Appalehian Adult
Education Center, most 'notably, undertook a broad-based effort to
"the quality and efficiency. of ARE in the Appalachian region"
(General Electric, 1969, p. 18). In up to 13 states, the Center
conducted and coordinated a program of demonstration, research,
training, and dissemination activities (Eyster, 1970); thereby
integrating 309 special project grants with teacher training
ones. The. Center developed career- and family-oriented ABE
programs '(Appalachian Adult Education Center, 1973); promoted
adoption of learning, and home -h' i .,.,instruction (Deaton,
1975; Easter, 1984); and investigated Aonal television,,
adult leirning4 recruitment strategies, and GED .prharation
(Appalachian Adult Education Center, 1'971; 1975, Deaton,c 1975).

Under the'Center's leadership (Wilson, 19707, specific,
projects included:

Iin' Alabama, a demonstration of video-tape material for
instructional and recruitment purposes;

in Mississippi, devel4Ment of a low-reading level newspaper
to distribute to isolated, undereducated adults;

in Kentucky, a collaborative effort among local, county,
state, regional, and federal agencies to support a public
school ABE program;

in Virginia, use of paraprofessionals to serve as links
between ABE students and ABE programs;

in West Virginia, assessment of the long-term impact of ABE
on students' family, community, and work lives;
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in Maryland, evaluation of the usefulness of typing - skills
instruction'as a means of motivating and teaching ABE pupils
generally;

in Ohio, an experimental comparison of different ABE program
strategies;

in New York, a demonstration of the need for and establish-
ment of,ABE programs'in the rural Southwest region of the
state,

The Center achieved considerable success in its wide-ranging
approach, and it was well regarded and well known at the time
of its operation (Darkenwald, Beder, & Adelman, 1974; General
Electric, 1960) and in retrospect (Delker, 1984; Ast, 1984;
Freeman, 1984; Hunter & Harman, 1979).

lIn summation, then, through support of interstate and
regional projects, the 309 program demtnstrated how ABE issues
could be addressed through broad-scale pooling of resources and
through integrated, mu;ti-faceted approaches. In addition,
through support of interstate/regional projects, the 309 program
helped draw attention to and demonstrate the educational sig-
niffcance of cultural and environmental factors. And, as will
be,. discUssed below, regional approaches to staff development
proved 'particularly effective.

Print and Electronic Media Projects

The 309 program helped "draft" the print and electronic
media to the ABE cause. The Fissistance'varied. An early 309
grant brought together ecucational publishers, adult educatolos,
and federal officials at a conference to encourage development of
commerically published ABE materials (Adult and Continuing Educa-
tion Resource Center, 1970; also, Aat, 1984). Over time, other
309 grants supported evaluations and field tests of instructional
and assessment materials (Leibert, 1973; McGuigan et al., 1972; ,

Programmed Instructional . .. . 1972) as well as the development
of new materials, including Adult Performance Level tests
and curricula, and other competency-oriented adult education
materials (e.g., Adult Performance Level Related Education Pro-
ducts . . 1975; Career Education for Adults . . . 1975a; 1975b;
19750,1

Along with efforts - -local and national--to develop curricu-
lum materials, the 309 program also sponsored efforts to collect
and review such materials and disseminate them to the ABE field.
One such effort, Project CABEL, was organized by cities and coun-
tries in Northern Virginia and received 309 funds in 1967 and
196w (Griswold, 1969). And for three years, beginning in 1970,
309 monies supported a National Multimedia Center for Adult Basic
Education at Montclair State College in New Jersey (Ast, 1984).
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In addition, the 309 program supported and encouraged the
application of nonprint media and technologies to ABE concerns.
With 309 funds, experiments were tried employing, television and,
to a lesser extent, radio for recruitment and instructional pur-
poses (Educational Television for Disadvantaged Adults . . .

1974; Project BEAM, 1971; The RFD Project . . 1972; Wiesner,
1975; see also Appalachian Adult Education Center, 1974; South-
western Cooperative Educational Laboratory, 1969).* Also, the
309 program funded a four year long effort to develop and assess
computer-assisted initructionallnethods and materials (Adair,
1969; Cole, 1971; Small, 19(0).

Theskprint and technological projects seemingly had mixed
results. Several of the television projects had, in their own
terms, limited succemat best (see, Appalachian Adult Education
Center, 1974, Project BEAM, 1971). And computer-assisted
instruction was judged expensive, difficult to master, and°not
superior to other instructional approaches (Cole, 1971; Lumsden,
1984). However, a demonstration and development effort like the
309 program must allow for failure, and, in fact, learning what
does not work is almost as important as learning what does.
Moreover, far from all and maybe even most, 309 print and elec-
tronic media projects can be deemed failures. The University of
Notre Dame's Project REACH, for example, demonstrated that tele-
vision could be an effective ABE recruitment tool (Irish, 1980).
And the need foran ABE Clearninghouse proved sufficiently strong
so that the 1974 Adult Education 'Act amendments Specifically
authorized establishing one. Finally, whether or not a direct
outcome of the 309 supported conference, commercial publishers
came to develop. More and more ABE materials. Thus, in this arena
as in others, the 309 program served to enhance the capabilities
of the, then, emerging ABE field.

Trainin: I

As ea
mandated p
be one of
309 staff
training i
(typiccaly
week long
for teacher

s itutes and Regional Staff Develo ment

her noted, staff development was a congressionally
epode of the 309 program, and staff development was to
\ts significant contributions. From 1965 through 1971,
evelopment activities primarily consisted of 'summer
stitutes. At multiple sites around the country
one per each of the ten HEW regions), two to three
raining sessions were held--some for teachers, some
trainers, and some for local program administrators

n un it e;, undated collection of selected 309 projects ab-
stracts putitogether by the Division of Adult Education describes
other mediai-oriented 309 grants, including development of GED
preparation teletison videotapes by both the South CaroliniItate
Education b parIment and the Top of Alabama Regional Council of
Governments ABE ,recruitment pilots for television by the
Illinois De artment of laudation; and a t.v. instruction_pro ram
for_rural adults by the University of Wiscons n.
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(Hoffman 11 Pagano, 1971; Natipnal University Extension Associa-
tion, 1966; 1967). Depending on the region and the audience, the
institutes focused on:

general introductions to ABE and the educationally
disadvantaged (National University Extension Association,
1966 ,

administrative matters--planning, programming, and
budgeting, perhaps (Marshall & Dick, 1969),

or the needs of particular ABE client groups, such as
urban Blacks (Bureau of Adult, Vocational, and Technical
Education, 1972), or Native Americans and Eskimos (Oregon
College of Education, 1972).

The summer institute approach Was also applied to those higher in
the ?BF hierachy. In 1970, for example, a two week long insti-
tute was organized

to provide State [Adult Education Department] Directors
an opportunity to view their efforts from new perspectives,
to learn to better communicate . . . and to become the
catalytic agents of a learning society (Aker & Schroeder,
1970, p. 9).

The institutes helped to increase the-capabilities of the.
ABE professional staff, and they were well regarded by partici-
pants (Aker & Schroeder, 1970; Hoffman & Pagano, 1971); however,
the institute approach wavexpensive-about $1,000 per participant
(see Table 1, p. 6); it was risky--if a participant later left
the ABE field, the investment was lost (Parker, 1984); and it
only reached a limited number of individuals--about 10,000 from
1966 to 1971 (National Advisory Council . . 1976). These'
shortcomings led federal officials eventually to apply 309 staff
development funds in a different fashion--one which aimed to
establish alLongoing training capacity for the ABE field.

The approach originated in the Southeast, beginning in 1969.
In each of what were to eventually be eight participating states,
309 - project funds subsidized development of undergratduate and
graduate programs in adult education. In addition, participating
post-secondary institutions (a) offered off-campus oour es for
credit to ABE practitioners and administrators, (b) provided con-
tinuing consultation to local ABE programs, (c) assisted and
trained state adult education department staffs, and (d) devel-
oped a regional seminar program at which state and local practi-
tioners could together consider ABE issues (Brown, 1984; Southern
Regional Education Board, 1970).

The staff development project's impact was immediate and
impressive. In the first year of operation, 13 post-secondary
institutions inaugurated adult education programs for the first
time; the number of graduate adult education programs expanded
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from 6-16; nearly 3,000 students enrolled in credit courses in
adult education, and

7,800 teachers, nearly 90 percent of the Southeast Adult
Basic Education staff attended courses, institutes,
seminars, and workshops, and received supplementary
training (Southern Regional Educational, 1970, p. ix;
emphasis added).

These-results did not go unnoticed, and federal officials
decidedo promulgate the South's staff development model on a
national. basis (Brown, 1984; Delker, 198a). From 1972-1974, over
80 percent of 309 staff development funds were set aside for
regional staff development efforts (Worthington, 1972). The
resulting projects reached ten or more times as many ABE pro-
fessionals as had the summer training institutes (see Table 1,
p. 6). The regional approach established poet-secondary programs
in all fifty states and'helped increase the number of post-
secondary programs from a dozen in the mid-1960s to about 100 by
1975 (Delker, 1984a).. These programs, in turn, have provided the
ABE field with a continuing staff development capacity (Aker,
1984; Mezirow, 1984). In the eyes of many, the regional staff
development projects remain one of the 309 program's most sig-
nificant and enduring contributions (Brown, 1984; Delker, 1984a;
East, 1984; FreeMan, 1984).

Additional Staff Develo ment Initiatives

. It was not only through the summer training institutes and
regional staff development projects that the 309 program aided
staff development. For example, the 309 program supported
development of specific training packages:

to improve teachers' guidance and counseling skills
(Guidance and Counseling Project . . . 1969a; 1969b;
1970; 1971; Northwest Regional Laboratory,.n.d.);

to prepare reading teachers to work with ABE students
(International Reading Association, 1971).

and to train volunteer tutors (Literacy Volunteers of
, America, 1971).

309 funds were also awarded for what might be termed staff
development. "tools." Such tools included a practical, action-
oriented, evaluation guide for local ABE administrators (Knox
et al., 1972) as well as a Florida State University monograph
series on recruitment, dropout prevention, etc. (Schroeder &
Divita, 1971). Furthermore, 309 grants supported staff develop-
ment-relevant research, including a nationwide study of teacher
training practices and alternatives (Spear et al, 1972a; 1972b;
1972c; 1973) and an investigation of the relationship of
teachers' race to students' ABE participation (Darkenwald, 1974).
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The 309 program made indirect staff development contribu-
tions as well. First, research and/Or development grants to
universities and colleges often helped support and direct the
efforts of doctoral students and junior faculty, thereby de-
veloping a cadre of young scholars interested in ABE issues
(Darkenwald, 1984; Mezirow, '1984). Second, 309 funds attracted
or were used to attract ABE issues researchers and scholars from
various backgrounds- -e.g., community development (Kincaid, 1984)
and educational futures (Ziegler, 1984).

In multiple ways, then, the 309 prinram increased the capa-
bilities of ABE staff. It sponsored specific training efforts
and post-secondary degree programs. It supported development of
practical tools, training programs, and research projects that
enhance the-efficacy and understanding of practitioners. And the
309 program developed and attracted researchers and scholars to
the ABE field.

Linkage Develo ment EffeCts

Sometimes by intention, more often not, the 309 program
helped tie together the disparate elements of the ABE field.
These linkages crossed professional and state boundaries, and
encouraged an awareness that a national ABE effort was
underway--an awareness that there were "lots of us tending the
vineyard" (DeScantis, 1984).

The 309 program nurtured such linkages

by underwriting interstate and regional projects,

by supporting nationwide studies of classrooM practice
(Center for Adult Education, 1971) and teacher training
(e.g., Spear et al., 1972a; 1972b; 1972c; 1973),

by publicizing -- through the APL project--a national
literacy problem and a national literacy agenria,

by promoting the dissemination of innovative practices
and materials (General Electric, 1969; Innovations
Inventory. . . , 1974),

and by encouraging 309 recipients to share their results
with each other and the ABE community at large (Eyster,
1984; Howard, 1984; Ziegler, 1984).

The regional staff development projects, by their very nature,
tended to facilitate contacts and information flow across state
boundaries (Brown, 1984; Kincaid, 1984; Miller, 1984). Also,
they provided forums for practitioners, administrators, scholars,
and state adult education staffs to learn and war together. The
regional projects, in addition, provided forums fdle the dissemi-
nation of 309 developed innovations and, indeed, served as a
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"liaison" between 309 projects and state adult education depart-
ments (DeScantis & Qazilbash; p. 13). At times, the
regional projects even provided technical assistance to other
309 efforts. According to the director of the APL project, the
directors of the regional staff development projects served as a
"Kitchen Cabinet" to the APL effort, offering advice and provid-
ing an "outstanding feedback loop" (Northcutt, 1984). The
regional projects were themselves linked. together. 309 funds
supported a communications network of sorts among the ten
regional projects. Directed by George Spear (1984) at the Uni-
Versity of Missouri at Kansas City, this network offered a means
whereby staff development directors. could keep abreast of each
others' activities, share concerns, and learn about innovations','
research, and the like.

Through the regional staff development projects in particu-
lar, but through many other 309 projects as well, the 309 program
helped knit ABE constituencies together (Adkins, 1984; DeScantis,
1984). The grants progran provided a connecting link among
teachers, local and state,,,administratorsl. federal officials,
researchers, volunteers, and community groups: It provided a
conduit for ideas and interchange. And it promoted recognition
that no single practitioner, no lone,researcher, no individual.
ABE program, no state was in the ABE venture on its own.

Conclusion

Overall, the federal 309 grants program deserves to be
judged "a most valuable stimulus to. the [ABE] field" (Aker,
.1984). Whatever its shortcomings, the 309 program brought form,
attention, and motivation to the national ABE effort. The 309
program nurtured, in Paul Delker's term (1984a), an "infrastruc-
ture" upon which the nascent ABE field could fruitfully grow.
309 grants enriched ABE's capabilities, increasing the numbers of
prepared staff; developing degree programs; and'promoting inno-
vative instructional strategies, formats, and materials. The
program opened channels for communication and sharing and there-
by, developed connections linking the ABE enterprise together.
Moreover, 'the grants program engendered a sense of "excitement"
and "a supportive context" for practice, development, and
research (Aker, 1984). The program also generated a focus and
purpose--a needed sense of mission--for the ABE field (Miller,
1984). And these latter outcomes were as important as any of the .

309's more concrete results.
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Chapter 4

309 Program Problems

Introduction

. Federal:309 grants ended in 1974, less than a decade after
their initiation. This outcome seems to belie the claims,
offered above, that the 309 program had significant Impact. How
important- could the 309 have been, if Congress chose to eliminate
it? Part of the answer lies with the fact, already noted, that

. .'Congress did not actually eliminate discretionary grants for
special projects and teacher training. ,Instead, Congress trans-
ferred authority over such grants, from federal to state authori -.

ties. This course of action suggests.that the 309program may
have, in fact, been-too effectiveeveryone, that it, wanted a
piece of the proverbial pie; hence thedivision ofthe program
among the states.

To be sure, though, the 309 program had its problems and
shortcomings. These were such that: (a) the program did not
establish its own constituency, and (b) the ro ram alienated and
antagonized the politically strongest const tuenc in ABE:

Is
state

adult education directors. Thus, as will e seen, t e
difficulties underminaThe program and/figured significantly in
its demise.

Problems: Building A Constituent

For the 309 program to have endured, it required its own
constituency. Given political realities, a collection or con-
sortium of federal bureaucrats, local and state ABE representa-
tive, researchers, special project directors and the like were
needed who had a strong investment .in the 309 program's main-
.tenance.and who could.advocate.for itsicontinuance. UnfOrtun-
ately,- problems with the program mitigated against the develop-.
ment of a pro-309 lobby. :First, funding decisions did not. nuture
a commitment to the program. Two-thirds of special project
grants from 1966 -1973 went for short-term, local-level, opera-
tional support-purposes (Comptroller General, 1975, pp. 13-14).
And among the remaining one-third,-many grants went for national
planning and'policy purposes. The situation was such that in one
representative year, 1973, just. 12% of special project grants
"directly addressed" the widescale,.program-level, need "for
improVed'practices and products" (Darkenwald, Seder, & Adelman,
1974, p. 7). Most 309 projects were not intended to yield
"transferable results"--the kind of results, that is, that get
noticed and adopted at local leVels. Whatever that ultimate
impact of 309 projects, 309 funding decisions did not work to

. make the program visible to the ABE field and thus did not. work
to ,engender a.dommitment to the 309 program itself'.
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Dissemination--or a lack thereof--also worked against the
program's visibility and thereby, undermined potential support
for it. The grants program was beset by dissemination difficul-
ties, as was recognized at the time and in retrospect (Caplan,
1984; Darkenwald, 1984; Darkenwald, Beder, & Adelman, 1974;
Eyster, 1984; Hayes, 1969; Hoffman & Pagano, 1971; Howard1.1984).
Often 309 projects did not include plans at the outset to dis-
seminate their findings or products (Darkenwald, Beder, &
Adelman, 1974), and the one product: required of 309 projects, a
final report was--given federal guidelinesuseless as a dissemi-
nation vehicle (Eyster, 1984). Not surprisingly, therefore, a.

1972 nationwide survey found that only one of the seven largest
309 projects was recognized by more than 50% of local ABE
directors (Darkenwald, Beder, & Adelman, 1974). Another study at
about the same time found little local-level use of 309 developed
materials and methods (Kent, 1973).

Consequently: despite Division of Adult Education efforts to
get the message out and about, the ABE community-at-large was not

' aware, in an informed fashion, of; 309 efforts and was not, at
least knowingly,'-adopting 309rinspired practices and materials.
The linkages and informal netWOrks fostered by the 309 program
were not, in themselves, sufficient conduits for the diffusion
and adoption of innovative praCtices and materials (see
Darkenwald, Beder, & Adelman, 1974). The ABE field at large did
not perceive the sort of benefits from the 309 program which
would have inspired an investmelcit in its future.*

Not all 309 projects were sigh quality ones, and this also
undermined potential support for the program. Among those
interviewed for the study descri ed herein, Mrs. Bobbi Walden
(1984), a one time 309 project di ector and a former member of
the National Adult Education Advi ory Council, was particularly
critical of the 309 program. She elieved that much 309 money
"went down the drain." Others int rviewed were not so critical
but several expressed concerns over the quality of one or more
309 projects (e.g., Harman, 1984). ven the regional staff
development projects were critized f r a lack of consistency and
for not, in some cases, developing co perative arrangements
(Bosco, 1975).

Of course, some pro jec s will al;ays turn out to be
"clunkers," for no grants pro ram is foolproof.; A grants pro-
gram, however, is not supposed\to be foolproof, Grants programs
involve risk 4st, 1984); they seek to see if "X" can be done--if
TV can be used to recruit undereducated adultsOf programmed

1The API project might have brought considerable recognition and
"loyalty" to the 309 program; however, by the time the project's
results were being promoted and curricular materials developed
(see, for example, Roth, 1976), the 309 program had been trans-
ferred to the states.
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reading materials can be effective for adult students, if
community residents can serve as ABE instructors, and 30 on.
Therefore, if a project found that some sought after "X" could
not be accomplished, the project--and the grants program sponsor-
ing it--did not necessarily fail. Unfortunately, the distinction
between a negative finding and flawed' research is easy to blur
over.

Regardless of the outcome of individual projects, the 309
program was in an especially difficult situation,in regkiPd to
supporting quality ppojects. The 309 program preceded the
existence of a oorpsuof ABE-concerned researchers and developers
who could "absorb"--that is, make best uae of--discretionary
grants (Darkenwald, 1984; also Delker, 1984b). Nonetheless,
federal officials were under pressure to spend all the discr,
tionary funds allocated to the 309 program (Parker, 1984).
Consequently, some "questionable" projects were certainly funded.
It was a Catch-22 situation: spend the funds, whether or not the
field had the capacity to or lose them; or spend thelunds, on
questionable projects, and lose them.

The 309 program, in summary, suffered from: a perponderance
of local, short-term 'projects, dissemination difficultieg, and
poor projects. And these were not only shortcomings, but they
worked to undermine support for the 309 program. Dissemination
difficulties were particularly insidious in this regard, for even
when practitioners and administrators benefited from 309 efforts,
they might not have been aware of the program per se or that
particular projects and products had originated in 309 supported.
efforts. As a consequence of such problems, a broad pro-309
constituency never developed. ReCipients of 309 grants, to be
sure, supported the program (Delker, 1984b); however, the ABE
community -at -large perceived "little benefit" from it (Comptrol-
ler General, 1975, p. 15), and therefore, developed little
investment in it. Unfortunately, political skies are not so
friendly that friendless prggrams can long endure.

Problems: Fostering Opposition

If the 309 program lacked a pro-lobby that lack did not
in itself lead to the program's end. Rather, its demise was
actively and increasingly, over time, sought.. by powerful anti-309
lobby: state adult education directors. Their antagonism to the
309 program had many sources. Some antagonism resulted from 309
projects which 'were deemed wasteful or ineffective (Comptroller
General, 1975; Darkenwald, 1984; Delker, 1984b; Miller 1984).
And these perceptions were likely fueled by the dissemination
difficulties which beset the 309 program--that is, state
directors along with the rest of the ABE community were not
learning as much as they could have about effective, useful 309
projects.

Antagonism also arose from Delker's activist stance. To
the chagrin of state adult education directors, Delker
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.funded projects in their states without consulting them
(Brown, 1984; Miller, 1984);

funded projects that directly countered state education
policy, as when he (Delker) circumvented the state of
Mississippi's rules to ensure that poor, Black communities
could receive 309 funding (Delker, 1984b);

funded projects that countered state and local "politics,"
as when 309 funds went, to the annoyance of Mayor Daley's.,
organization, to as Jessie Jackson led group is Chicago
(DeScantis, 2974, 'pp. 21-22), 9

and funded plajectsthe regional staff. development
projects, in particular - -that "created a focus of-
potential influence within the states, but outside their
[the state adult education directors') complete control"
(DeScantis, 1979, "0.'23). 4

The regional staff development projects provoked state adult
education directors in other 'ways as well. First, federal guide-
lines for the projects, which were based closely on the original
Southern regional project, proved somewhat inappropriate to, the
unique circumstances of other regions of the country (DeScantis &
Qazilbash, n.d.). Second, federal officials were unwilling to
maintain funding for the regional projects beyond the initial
three "year cycle, and this withdrawal of funding, in' at least
James Parker's (1984) view, served as a final straw to mobilize
state officials against the 309 program.

The APL project also affected state director's attitudes
towards the 309 program. On the one hand, the project brought
considerable and positive publicity to the ABE effort, all of
which pleased state directors (Easter, 198.4; Miller, 1984; Bob
Walden, 1984); however, the project represented a federally
developed curriculum foe ABE, and many felt that the federal
"officials had no right pushing the APL'approach on the states
(Darkenwald, 1984). 'The APL venture, represented one aspect o: An
ideoloecal clash between state and iederal officials. While
"the states were moving steadily towards increased support for
GED [General Equivalency Diploma] level ABE programs, "federal
officials were using the 309 program to promote "a redefinition
of illiteracy that was in direct contrast to . . . the GED
credential pursuit" (DeScantis, 1979, pp. 16-17).

State director's ire was additionally stoked by the'per-
ception that, awards were politically motivated--that is, awards
went to a particular year's "in" minority groUp (Darkenwald,
1984) or that awards went to.politically. significant Congres-
sional dfstricts (for example, the Appalachian Adult Education
Projecta'perennial 309 recipient--was headquartered in the
district of Congressman Carl Perkins, an ernstwhile ABE sup-
porter). Bias was also perceiied in terms,of an old-boys network
of sorts, whereby certain universities and individuals were
supposedly favored (DeScantis, 1984; Easter, 1984; Freeman,
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1984).* A bias was perceived anct antagonism generated by the
geographic distribution of 309 grants (Miller, 1984). Adult
educators in the South,, including the Office of Educratiole
regional official, strongly felt that their section of the
country did not receive a fair share of 309 funds (Freeman,
1984)."

One additional source of antagonism. was rathet ironic. When
the federal ABE program began, few states (as noted earlier) even
had adult education directors and staffs. Thus, 309 staff devel-
opment,grants-had been used to help develop and nurture state
staffs, (e.g., Aker & Schroeder, 1970). Indeed, Delker (1984b)
had "leaned on" states tostrain their adult education department
staffs. Over time, however, as state adult education departments
grew in size and gained strength, their belief in their own
capabilities also grew (DeScantis, 1974). As a result, state
adult education staffs_ came to believe that federal officials, had
too much independence in regard to,the 309 program (DeScantis,
1974,.,p. 21). State educators came to resent their lack of input
into 309 priority setting (Miller, 1984)--a dissatisfaction
shared by the National Advisory Council on Adult Education (Eyre,
1984)."" State officials -came to feel that they, more so than
Washington, best knew local needs (Darkenwald, 1984; McCune,
1984), and that they had as much right es federal officials to
discretionary funds (DeScantis, 1984).. Indeed, the very fact
that federal officials had such funds, while they (state offic. .

ials) did not, was especially frustrating to state adult educa-
tion staffs (Millet, 1984). The states wanted to control much
funds (Brown, 1984; Spear, 1984); they wanted to support their
own agendas (Eyster, 1984) and to gain whatever influence and
power accrue from holding INA.se strings (DeScantis, 1984, East,
1984;' McCune, 1984).

stertainly,FaiTristitutions--for,example, the Appalachian Adult
Education Center 'at Morehead State University, and the Center for
Adult Education at 'teachers College (Columbia University)--
received substantial, repeated 309 funding; yet, both repeatedly
produced tligh quality results (e.g., L= t Gamble on Education'
(Mezirow, DarkenUald, &Knox, 19753), one o bo were. re-
quently touted by individuals intervi wed for this study (e.g.,
.Ast, 1984; Easter, 1984; FreeniOn, 1984; Harman, 1984). ,

4f
* *Ironically,. the directorof the Southern Regional Staff Devel-
opment project felt that state adult education directors in other
oregiots of the countr,y were jealous of the amount of 309 funds
directed to projects .in the Southern states Brown, 1984).

41" Over time, the Division of Adult Education sought to assess
- state and local' educators' research needs (seeMezirow & Irish,
1974), ,The Division also, for example, required the APL project
to'rely on state adult education directors as advisory group
(Allan; 1984). Yet, such actions were litited in scope and,
cwourrq4 rather late in the 309's lifespa,-h. , ,
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In summary, antagonism and opposition to the 309 program
among state adult education departments reflected,,to some
extent, what might be dubbed true 309 program problems - -in
particular, poor dissemination. In addition, ,the oppositipn
refeloted, on the one hand, a lack of state-leveIs-involvement in
309 policy and grants decisions ands, on the other hand, aggres-
sive management and use of the program, by federal officials--
'which if not so clearly failings of t e program were certainly
understandable areas of conflict bet en federal and state offi-
cials. Furthermore, ideological conf ict over the natureof ABE
affected the attitudes of state officials. Also, the perception
of a problem--that is, bias in the awarding of 309 grants--
figured inttstate directors' feelings as did the belief that they
and their staffs could employ discretionary monies as well 'as, if
`hot better than, federal officials.

I

The 309 Program Reconstituted

The' states'lantaipnism towards the 309 program was
translatedetineo Congressional lobbying against'the

program. With no broad, effective pro-309 lobby to defend the P

program, the'state.adult educEldon, directors won 'out. Ire, ;the
1974 Adult Education Act educational. amendments, the 309 program, °

was. reconstituted from a federal into a state program.* Thereby,
state officials gained the fiscal autonomy and power that they
had hitherto lacked. The program that helped nurture state ddult
education departments' was, in the end; then usurped by state adult
education departmentl. 'the,, takeover was perhaps ineNitable ,As
state education departu!entsigrew in size, sophistication, and
abilitya; their budget's increased is well, they came to believe
that. they, best understood local ABE needs, that their turfs''
should be respected,, that they had a rightAoAiscretionary
allotnients, and so on. The 309 program's successes,- thus, along
with its failings figured heavily in its demise.

t When the 309 program was transferred to the states, federal
officials, it must be noted, did not altogether lo$e influence..
After 1974, the governing legislation still spoke of employing,
ABE discretionary funds, state controlled or not, for nationally
determined priorities, and thus, national priorities eqntinued to
be lis,ted in the Federal Register.(Parker, 1984).., 'These priori-
ties served, .to some extent, to' shape and -legitimate state and
local useof 309 funds (Delker, 1984a). Fortuitiously, at
the time of the 109 shift, tthe APL--with all its attendant

,

1/3
4

'1
A

TURIFEiTPT7giindments, Section 309 of the Adult Education.
Act provided the mandate for the newly authorized state grailt's
program; in the 78 amendments, the authorization was shifted to
Section 310 of 1... .egislation, and Section 309 once again, man-
dated a federal-level program, thougivone.that has yet to be
funded.

4
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publicity--was coming to maturity. 'This circumstance served to
dirt many state 309 dollars to APL-motivated assessments,
cur ..4ular development, and the like. By 1977, at least 120 APL-
baa4d and/or-related projects were beirdgonducted in 34 states
(Compentency-based adult education profile, 1977). Furthermore,
Division of Adult Education officials have, on an ongoing basis
over the last decade, suggested to state off!cials how dis-
cretionary funds might be used to address state or local problems
and concerns (Delker, 1984a). Thus, w ile federal discretionary
funds ended in 1974, federal official have had a continuing if
limited impact on state discretionar grants.

11.7- .04.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Recommendations

An Overall Assessment

The pros and cons of the 309 program have now been reviewed.
What's the verdict to be? Certainly, the 309 program had short-
comings. It never developed an elaborated, integrated dissemi-
nation systemone that could ensure the widespread diffusion and
adoption of 309 results and products.. And for a national devel-
opment and dissemination effort, it probably awarded too many of
its dollars to low visibility, local-impact projects. Moreover,
the ABE field at large may. have had too little a role and federal
officials too big a role in setting 309 priorities and awarding
309 grants.

al
Yet, whatever its shortcomings, the 309 program contributed

significantly to the ABE field. It trained substantial numbers
of ABE teachers, administrators and state adult education
staffs. It developed post - secondary adult education' programs,
and it .encouraged scholars and researchers to attend to ABE
issues., The program introduced alternative programs and strate-
gies to recruit and serve diverse groups of undereducated adults.
3.09 grants expanded ABE's vocabulary and resources, extending the
curricula focus from basic skills to coping skills and from GED
preparation to functional competencies. In such fashion, the 309
served both to highlight the multiple,. interdependent needs of
undereducated adults and to promote a truly adult curriculum for
them. The program, additionally, afforded the ABE field with a
means to assess its workings and to link together its many parts.
V.

The hand of federal officials was sometimes heavy in these
endeavors. Indeed; and APL effort was, particularly, presump-
tous. In what other educational arena has the federal govern-
ment so clearly sought to establish the agenda for local and
state educators? Yet, the ABE arena was considerably underdevel-
oped when federal ABE funding was initiated, and in the 1960s, an
activist role was not uncommon among federal social and educa-
tional agencies- -facts that must be kept in mind when judging the
federal 309-program role. Also, Paul Delker and his colleagues
were involveld in ABE conferences and workshops and maintained
close, informal relationships with practitioners, administrators,
and researchers (Aker, 1984; Eyster, 1984; Delker, 1984a).
Furthermore, federal officials were responsive to innovative
ideas (e.g., Kincaid, 1984; Ziegler, 1984). They provided 309
recipients with support and encouragement and actively sought to
disseminate 309 project results. And if they employed the 309
program to shape the ABE field, they also strove to shape the 309
program to the field's needs. Tha...suagesses of the 309 program
bear witness to the fruitfulness and consideration of the pro-
gram's stewards.
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The verdict then? The 309 program had a positive, signifi-
cant impact on the ABE field. The program encouraged creativity
and bears the mark of creative leadership. It helped develop the
field's human, material, and strategic capabilities, and it
brought the field needed publicity, cohesiveness, and direction.

The Need for a Federal Grants Program

Given the history of the 309 program, the basic recommenda-
tion of this study is that: a federal-level research and
development g

its problems,
should be reinstituted. The 309

program, whatever ts problems, demonstrated the efficacy of a
federal grants program, and such a grants program could continue
,to contribute to the national ABE effort. The state-level pro-
gram could continue to contribute to the national ABE effort.
The state-level program, which replaced the federal one, is not
sufficient. This is not to say that state discretionary funds
should be eliminated; rather, the interests of the ABE field will
be best served if discretionary funds are available at the state
and federkl levels.

The state level grants program created in 1974, which
eventually became known as the 310 program, has had its diffi-
culties. Some state educators question the worth of 310
projects, even those in their own bailiwick (Easter, 1984; Bobbi
Walden, 1984). Others believe that the states have not,, in
awarding 310 grants, maintained clear distinctions between
demonstration grants, which fall under the 310's mandate, and
ongoing, operational projects, which do not (Bobbi Walden, 1984).
More importantly, perhaps, most states have relatively small 310
budgets. 310 funds are not separate allocations. Instead,
states are required to spend at least 10% of their annual federal
ABE alloca'Aons for demonstration and training purposes.' As a
result, few states have suffivient'funds available to support
major R&D efforts. The money is, in most cases, "watered down
too much to address significant issues" (McCune, 1984). Also,
those projects, which are funded are not typically designed for
replication or to provide a basis for replication or to provide
a basis for future action (Aker, 1984).

Under the state's grants program, therefore, a gap has
arisen in the ABE field's ability to examine and understAnd
itself. Long-term development projects, basin research studies,
and national policy examinations--among other efforts--are being
neglected. This neglect i3 not the fault of the states. They
understandably must focus their limited discretionary resources
on immediate, programmatic needs. The gap instead reflects the
absence of a federal grants program. Who but the federal govern-
ment would have supported, for example, the APL research,

iSTWarEiViiiriiraverage basis allocated 13-14% of their
federal ABE funds for 310 projects (Grimes, 1984).
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surveys of national ABE practice, or regionaa staff development
projects?

In the mid 1970s, James Miller of Ohio led the state adult
education directors' "stagebrush rebellion" against the 309
program. Today, Miller (1984) believes the state directors
"overachieved" and that a role exists for a federal grants pro-
gram. Other state educators agree, as do university researchers
and federal officials. In fact, so does Congress, at least
implicitly. In 1978, as previously noted, Congress restored the
federal 309 program into the adult education legislation; how-
ever, Congress has' not yet appropriated funds for the program- -
although such funding is likely to be restored soon (Delker,
1984a; Eyre, 1984). Yet, regardless of Congress's actions, what
must be emphasized is that a lack of federal grants program hurts
ABE. A state-level program is not sufficient. A federal program
is also needed to support the full repertoire of critical,
experimental, and demonstration efforts that a dynamic ABE field
requires.

The current lack of a federal discretionary grants program
has done more than forestall specific research and development
activities. The 309 program facilitated communication and inter-
change across geographic boundaries and among different ABE con-
stitueneies. With the 309's demise, these linkages weakened.
Regional projects of all'sorts ceased, eliminating a major forum
for interstate,cooperation and sharing. Similarly, researchers
and project developers no longer receive much encouragement and
support--including the necessary travel budgets--to disseminate
their efforts. According to Gary Eyre (1984), for many years
executive director of the National Advisory Council on Adult
Education, the result has been that state and local adult educa-
tors have lost the ability to know what is going on elsewhere and
that "no common pool of information" remains. Similarly, state
and federal officials and academicians identify the 309's demise
with a drift towards "parochialism" (Spear, 1984), a lack of
dissemination efforts (Parker, 1984; Bobbi Walden, 1984), and an
inability to know what's going on in the ABE community (Aker,
1984).

To reiterate, then, the ABE field needs a federal-level
discretionary grants program. The need'exists because fhe
current slate-level programs are limited in the types of projects
that can be supported and the impact that such projects can have.
The need also arises because a federal grant8 program is best
able to support long-term, large-scale development and demon-
stration activities and because a federal program fosters
linkages that_kseilitate communication and spread innovation.

Program Recommendations

A federalidiscretionary grants program for adult basic
education should be reestablished. To best gain support, spark
innovation, and positively inform policy and practice, a revived
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program should serve two basic goals: it should both fill in the
gaps and should spread the good news. That is, a federal grants
program should tirIldertakewhatstate:tItsrolramsdonotor
cannot do and should mmojilLeitatistats_progeiniiKiVi66Wi

Recommendations based on these goals are offered below.
They address'the mission and structure of a grants program. They
draw on the experience of the original 309 program and on the
thoughtful considerations of some who guided the 309 effort, who
received its funds, and who were served by it. Before examining
the recommendations in detail, it is useful to briefly review
them:

A: A .federal ABE grants program. should support needed
research and development projects which are beyond the
resources and interests.of state grants programs

A-1 Institute of participatory priority setting process
A-2 Institute a participatory grants award. process
A-3 Recognize goals. and needs of ABE constituencies at

large
A-4 Recogniie ooncerns of state adult education

directors
A -5 Fund basic and long-term research and unsolicited

proposals
A-6 Study the federal 309 program's history
A-7 Conduct.a.state-of-the-art survey of adult basic

edudation.

B: A federal ABE grants program should legitimize and
promote promising practices

B-1 Establish an ongoing evaluation capacity
B-2 Establish an ongoing dissemination capacity
B-3 Establish an adult basic education clearinghouse

Recommendation A: A federal ABE grants program should
support needed projects which are beyond the reouroes and/or
interests of state grants programs. To be dynamic and creative,
the ABE field needs to be able to critically examine itself and
to continually broaden its practical and theoretical knowledge.
To these ends, the ABE field requires an active research and
development component, one which can study national policy
issues, underwrite long-term development projects, probe basic
research questions, and support demonstration activities inside
and outside of the public education sector, including in union
settings and among volunteer groups.

Such an agenda cannot be sustained by state grants programs.
State officials are, rightly, concerned with immediate,
programmatic needs, and they are not likely to apply their
limited discretionary fundsrto certain issues (typically,
regional and national ones) and certain activities (such as,
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basic research or long-term development'). Only a federal grants
program of basic research (e.g., on adult learning), applied
research (e.g., the development of teacher certification oompe-
riTairor of innovative curricula), and olicy research (e.g.,
surveys of national practice). A federal gran s program is
flees/Jed then to support efforts that would otherwise not be
attempted and to meet needs that would otherwise not be, met.

While a revived federal grants program is thus strongly
recommended, this report cannot recommend, with one exception
(see Recommendation A-7, p. 45), specific projects for such a
program to undertake. First, the possibilities are numerous.
The individuals interviewed for this report suggested many and,
sometimes, contradictory projects for a revived grants program
(see Appendix A). More importantly, if a federal grants program
is to generate support and have impact, its goals and undertak-
ings must reflect the involvement of the ABE community at large.
Therefore, it would be both presumptuous and self-defeating to
advocate, herein, specific development and research priorities.
What can be recommended, however, is a structure--one with the
means to identify needed efforts and with the capacity to engage
in them. Thus, the recommendations which follow seek to enable a
federal grants program to adopt a relevant, flexible research and
development agenda that will serve and receive the support of the
ABE field.

A-1 Instittlteaarp:ticip.atc. E.riorgU"-settirocess.
To be mosteective,adis'ygrantsprogramneedsto
be grounded in a well thought out, systematic set of goals and .

priorities. Thus, at the outset, it is important "to develop a
framework for identifying areas in ABE where it would be appro-
priate to sponsor projects" (General Electric, 1969, pp. 42-43,
see also, Darkenwald, Beder, & Adelman, 1974). However, if a new
309 program is to gain widespread support, federal officials can
no longer, on their own, set thexprogram's goals. In the past,
this policy caused resentment and undermined, efforts to direct
the program to the needs of the ABE field. Program goals should
be' set, as many individuals interviewed for 'this report recom-
mended, in a participatory fashion (e.g., Eyre, 1984; McCune,
1984). The process should involve diverse members of the ABE
community, including state and local ABE administrators, teachers
and counselors, students and former studentsr volunteer and
paraprofessionals, researchers and Scholars. Such groups could
be involved through surveys of their opinions and concerns.
Their representatives could serve on a program-ae,visory panel, or
they could participate in conferences designed to guide program
policies and priorities. If ABE legislation can, as it has since
1978, require participatory planning from state agencies, then a

ITOWNITiEraii7aich as a result have relatively large discre-
tionary grants budgets, may be able to support relatively ambi-
tious development efforts--as California has, in fact, done
(Delker, 1984a; McCune, 1984).
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federal ABE grants program can partake of such planning. Ulti-
mately, if the program is to, serve the ABE field, the field must
help shape the program.

The Division of Adult Education must, then, surrender some
of the authority it once had over a federal ABE grants program;
however, the Division should still play a significant role.
Division staffers bring a national perspective to bear on ABE
issues, and that perspective needs to inform goal setting. More-
over, Paul Delker, James Parker, and others at the Division
supervised the original 309 program, and as such, have experience
in setting 309-type priorities, in developing long-term and
large-scale projects, and in disseminating project results. This
unique experience should not be lost but should be employed to
the advantage of a revived federal effort. Thus, the goals and
prioritieis of a renewed grants program should bear a collabora-
tive stamp, reflecting appreciable input from ARE's varied con-
stituencies as well as from federal adult education officials.

A-2 Irciatcpppistituteaartiitsawards.rocess. No
longer shoOlcFTeder4rWITicialsaWchproposals to
fund. Instead, representatives from the 'ABE community should be
involved. Just as the field should have input into priority
setting, so too should the field--practitioners, administrators,
and researchers, among others--have input into the awarding of
specific grants. Indeed, it will be particularly valuable to
involve experts in the evaluatiOn of proposals--that is, to have
researchers involved in assessing research proposals, curriculum
developers involved in assessing curriculum development pro-
posals, and so forth.-

This opening up of the awards process should, in itself,
give a renewed grants program increased support from ABE consti-
tuents. And'greater use of peer expertise should also help in
the selection of creditable, strong proposals, which are likely
both to contribute to the field and to reflect well on the grants
program.. Furthermore, a participatory-selection process should
stave off allegations, made in the past, that award decisions
were biased. All-in-all, then, an opened up proposal selection
process should help an ABE federal grants program gain in support
and in project quality.

A-3 Reco nize oals and needs of ABE constituencies at
larie. Par c pa ory processes of ,etting priorities and
awarding grants are not, unfortunately, sufficient to provide a
renewed federal ABE grants program with support and impact. The
priorities that are set and the grants that are awarded are them-
selves significant. When recently interviewed, a researcher
wanted federal funds for adult learning studies (Harman, 1984); a
volunteer program executive, for program development and
technical,assistance (Crouch, 1964); a state adult education
director, for ABE impact data (McCune, 1964); and a federal
official, for analyses of computer-assisted instruction policy
(Delker, 1984a). Different ABE constituencies have different
needs from a demonstration and development program. In turn,
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those who shape the grants program needs to appreciate these
differences as well as regional differences and differences among
client groups.

The task will not be easy. Current proposals before
Congress would result in a $3 to $5 million annual budget for a
revived 309 program (Parker, 1984). A budget of this size--only
about half that of the original 309 program--would limit the
number of projects that could be conducted and would make it
difficult for the program to serve the priorities of all ABE con-
stituencies.

To cope with this situation, a revived grants program can
emphasize truly national priorities--for example, priorities
which will inform national ABE policy and practice, such as the
APL project and the Meziroy-directed national survey of program
practices (.Center -for Adult Education, 1971; also Mezirow,
Darkenwald, & Knox, 1975). Priorities can also be emphasized
'which involve broad segments of the ABE communityl'as did the
Appalachian Adult Education Center and the regional staff
'development projects. Furthermore, efforts can be made to ensure
that, priorities reflect diverse concerns and do not focus on .any
one substantive domaine.g., federal policy making or life=
skills curricular development. Overall, a.renewed 309 program
will best succeed if its priorities serve, to acknowledge and
legititize the multiple members of the ABE community.

. A-4 Recognize concerns of state adult education directors.
Additional steps may be required to eaUFFIEWETFWVIT5UViiiTi
program is sensitive to the concerns and needs of state adult
education directors. State directors are not likely to oppose
such a program, insofar'as they 'now have their own discretionary
funds and because, at least by some accounts, federal/state
tensions have abated from what they once were (Miller, 1984).
Yet, federal officials cannot effort. to.be passive in this
regard.

To.prevent history--or at least a little bit of it--from.
repeating itself, state directors should certainly be. involved in
the priority-setting and grants-awards processes. In the case of
potential demonstration projects, a prospective grantee might
even be required to submit a copy of his r her proposal to the
appropriate state education department, wh h would'then have the
option of commenting on the proposal's merit and/or grantee's
capabilities.' Yet, state education.departmen s neither indi-
vidually'nor as a group should have a veto, er federally sup-
ported projects., The arena of ABE extends beyond their domain
and includes volunteer groups, community-based agencies, commu-
nity colleges, unions, eto...

State directors and their staffs should also be kept up to
date on project efforts and results. Dissemination recommenda-
tions listed below may be useful in.this regard. Furthermore,
the recommended dissemination system - -as well as recommended
evaluation and clearinghouse capabilities- -could also provide
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means for the federal grants program to support the existing
state grants program. Through such strategies, state adult
education directors could become invested in and supporive of
a renewed grants program.

A-5 Fund basic and lon term research and unsolicited
proposals. o serve e nee s o he fie an o. e p the
field identify its needs, a revived grants program must be.able
to support a full array of research and development liotivities.'
For this to occur, a revived program mustnot be hampered by
research restrictions that encumbered the 309 program; con-
versely, a revived program must be able to maintain the 309-
program policy of supporting unsolicited proposals.

To be more specific, a revived federal grants program should
be able to support basic research activities. This was not so
under the 309 program. The term "research" had been deliberately
excluded from the original 309 mandate (Delker, 1984a), and thus
federal officials held that 309 monies could go only to applied
and not basic research. The 309 program, thereby, could support
the development of curricula to help adults learn but not exami-
nations of how adults learn.

To limit the activities of researchers and project dev,el-
opers constrains their responsivenesst effectiveness, and
potential impact. Moreover, those who set the priorities and
award the grants for a new federal. grpnts program should not have
to decide between applied and basic. research.' The program man-
date should permit both. It should offer ,the, flexibility whereby'
a federal grants program can support, if- those responsible
decide, practical efforts and theoretical ones, projects of im-
mediate.consequence and of long-range potential, and, in general,
a full range *of research and developmetal activities.

Along with flexibility, researchers and project developers
also need time. As a historical perspective makes clear,
projects of value often take time--time to plan, to hire and
train staff, to impleMent, to 'assess, to revise, to package, to
publicize, and to help others adopt. Under the original 309
program, projects frequently were not funded for sufficienf time
periods to complete all these steps (Darkenwald, Beder, &
Adelman, 1974). For most of the 309 program's life span, grants
could only be awarded on a yearly basis. Multi-year projects
had to be annually re-funded. This process discouraged some
researchers from seeking 309 funds (Comptroller General, 1975),

1B7TIVailiTirraeral officials actually distinguished between
applied and basic research is open to debate. Did the effort
to identify adult functional competencies constitute applied
research? And what about the investigation leading to Last
Gamble on Education (Mezirow, Darkenwald, & Knox, 1975)r--
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and it required 309 recipients to devote considerable time and
effort, yearly, to maintain their funding.

A renewed 309 program should offer a more supportive struc-
ture for multi-year grants. Thus, multi-year awards should be,
at least, possible, and reasonable requirements should be
established for projects to maintain funding. Certainly, pro-
jects should be accountable on an ongoing basis, and there should
be no absolute guarantees of continued funding. Nonetheless,
projects should be able to feel secure in their funding if, 'for
example, they accomplish tasks on an agreed-upon schedule, or if
they meet with the approval of a closely involved monitor or,
even, an independent advisory board, Whatever procedure is
adopted, multi-year projects should not have to annually reapply
in full to maintain funding. Instead, project staffs should be
able to devote their efforts to accomplishing those goals for
which they were awarded a grant in the first place.

Along with its other recommended characteristics, a revived
grants program should have fundalOvOlable for unsolicited pro
posals. To be sure, most discretionary funds should be directed
towards designated priorities-- priorities which have been devel-
oped in a participatory manner and_which, thereby, work to offer
direction and cohesion to the ABE field. Yet, if all discre-
tionary.funds are directed towards proscribed priorities, indi-
vidual initiative will be overly constrained. Thus, a percentage
of the annual grants allocation -- perhaps 10% to, even, 20 % --
should' be set aside for unsolicited proposals. The availability
of such funds will serve to stimulate researchers, program devel-
opers, and others, and the funds may prompt creative and
innovative initiatives. Such funds may also serve to infuse the
ABE field with challenging new perspectives - -by, for example,
engaging cognitpe psychologists or educational anthropologists
to address ABE issues. Funding unsolicited proposals will enable
the grants program not merely to serve the existing ABE agenda--
consenually established Or not--but also to help define the
agenda for the future.

A-6 S ud the federal 09 ro racei histor . Those who
ignore history are not on y con emne o repea t but to waste
scarce funds in so doing. Thus, the history of the original 309
program should inform a rejuvenated grants program. The 309's
past is particularly relevant in regard to dissemination matters.
As even a cursory glance backwards indicates, dissemination
problems beset and eventually helped undermine the 309 pragram.
Under a revived grants program, therefore, those'who establish
priorities, award grants, and, even, submit proposers should all
be encouragedif not required,--to learn about the 309 program's
dissemination-related problems.

Paul, Delker and other long term members of the Division of
Adult Education can certainly be helpful in this regard but so,
too, can the literature of the original program. Mezirow et
al.'s (n.d.)4model dissemination project, which relied on direct
technical assistance at the program level to identify problems



and develop solutions, remains relevant. Also, still relevant
are the remedies proposed in Darkenwald, Beder, and Adelman's
(1974) study of 309 dissemination problems. The researchers
recommended, for example, that proposal evaluation should include
consideration of a project's fldisseminability" and that project
proposals should identify intended audiences and outline dissemi-
nation.plans.

Knowledge of the 309's history can help a renewed grants
program avoid waste and duplication of effort. Why propose to
undertake a project and, certainly, why fund one that, in fact,
has been previously undertaken? The 309's history can, moreover,
guide future efforts. It can suggest areas in which federal
projects have been particularly effective--e.g. regional
efforts. Or, to take another example, familiarity with 309 -

" funded teacher competency studies (Mocker, 1974; Mockerl'et al.,
1974; Mocker & Zinn, 1975; Zinn, 1974a; 1974b) may suggest new
projects in that vein or may offer bases for evaluating proposals
on teacher competency. The 309's history highlights important
side effects that can accrue from some projects--e.g. the devel-
opment of linkages and the training of young researchers- -and,
thereby, the,need to consider possible unintended project out-
comes when evaluating proposals. In addition, knowledge of the
309's past can provide a sense of continuity--a linkage of the
most important sort; and it can, furthermore, enable the ABE
ield to develop a literature of its own, one which can inform
actice and policy. In multiple ways, then, the 309's past can
should inform and strengthen a restored program's future.

NA-7 Conduct a state-of-the-art surve of'adult basic
education. An erred ve gran s program needs no on y to be
familiar with the past but also well versed in the present. What
is the Cpndition of ABE today? Who are today's students? What
do they Seek? How do their skills, concerns, backgrounds, and
goals comioere to students of ten or twenty years ago? How well
prepared are the current crop of teachers and administrators?
Where do they get their training? How many have full-time ABE
positions? What career opportunities are available for them?
What about local programs? Are they bigger or smaller than they
once were? What materials, methods, and approaches are they
employing? Which are effective? How--if at all--do programs use
technological innovations? What differences exist between rural
and urban programs, and between programs in different regions of
the country?

The answers to Such questions should have a significant
impact on a'revived grants program. For example, if staff
development remains, as some would contend (e.g., Mezirow, 1984),
an important need of the ABE field, then a revived grants ,program
might focus on staff development projects; however, if staff
development needs are not\,pressing, as others maintain (e.g.,
Eyre, 1984), then discretionary funds could be directed else-
where. The state of the ABE, art, therefore, has important impli-
cations for those who would set and influence a grants program's
priorities and funding decisions.
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The field's current state, unfortunately, isnot well-known
now (Aker, 1984; Eyre, 1984).* Consequently, a federal-level
grants program not only requires a state-of-the-art description
of ABE, but the grants program itself must, likely, develop
that account. Indeed, this is the type of project - -a national
surveythat requires a federal-level grants prograd.

In developing an account of ABE to serve itself, a grants
program would be well serving the field. Many adult educators
believe there is a strong need today.to "paint-the national
picture" of the ABE--where its been, is now, and is heading
(Eyre, 1984). To set ABE policy generally, it ls necessary to
chart the field's progress or lack thereof (Mezirow, 1984) and to
evaluate the overall system of literacy delivery. As part of an
overall survey of the field, it would be particularly appropriate
if s renewed grants program helped assess the impact of and the
federal role in such 309-program su.ported efforts as the APL
project and Competency Based Adult Educatioh (Delker, 1984a;
Parker, 1984). Overall, then, a state-of-the-art review will
provide a basis for setting ABE's course and for determining the
goals and undertakings of a federal ABE grants program.

Recommendation B: A federal grants program should legiti-
mize an promote promising practices. ;n addition to undertaking
.what is not otherwise being done, a federal ABE grants program
shouldWM-disseminate the best of what is being done. That is,
federal funds should help spread effective programmatic, curricu-

, lar, and -staff development.evelopment practices. S4ch practices have been
develiTed at local.and state levels, as the National Adult 4

Literacy Study, for example, is finding.** However, no permanent
ABE-focused mechanism exists to bring such practices to the
attention of the ABE community-at-large, A federal ABE grants
program could and should fill the gap; it should publicize, and
diffuse effective' materials and methods. In so doing, the
federal effort would be directly serving the needsof ABE prac-
titioners and students, which i3-'not only a significant outcome
but one likely to_gain support for the grants program, Moreover,
a mechanism developed to promulgate state and locally' developed
practices could serve double duty; for, it,could also be employed
to disseminate the findings and products'of projects funded
through-the grants prokram itself. Past experience' indicate the _

importance of having a means for/disseminating the results of
federally'supported ABE innovations.

ItiVWFOWITTIEIii5Erates 1980 survey affordell the most recent
broad look into the ABE endeavor. While a significant study of
administrative and legal issuest it does not provide the insights
into ABE practices, programs, and needs offered by twa, decade-
old. staples: The Last Gamble on 4ducation (Mezirow, Darkenwald,
dc. Knox, 1975) 1671rrintirtion in Adult Education . . .

(National Advisory. COuncil on Adult Educatror

**Dr. Renee Lerche, person41 communication,
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If prior, experience suggest's the importance of dissemination
tofspread of innovation, it also suggests that dissemination is
not easy. First,, quality or'effectiveness must be' established.
That is, does some newly developed practice or materials, in
fact, do what its advocates claim? Yeti, effectiveness does not
ensure dissemination. Appwriateness, packaging, availability,
presentation, and uftort services all matter. Consequently, if
a federal grants program is to effectively promote effective
practices, the following components or capacities are required.

EstablisWan an in evaluation ca Emit . Before federal
funds are used to promo e nnova ve . pro ucts and methods,
the validity 'of said products and methods should be established.
Do they accomplish what their developers claim? Are they,
moreover, transferable? For example, can curricular materials or
staff training methods developed by a local ABE program or a
state ABE staff be- successfully employed at other sites and)"'--
locales? The need for such assessments requires that an evalUa-
tion capacity bean integral part of efforts to promote innova-
tions.

The evaluation of (potentially) effective, innovative'
pr'actices will involve more than just assessment. It will fre-
quently also require the capacity or abiaiti to identify and/or
develop appropriate measures and standards for making assess-
ments. How, for example, should a new coping-skills curriculum
be evaluated--in terms of students' performance on a test (per-
haps, a standardized one) or in the real world? And what about
a staff training program? Should it be evaluated in terms-of '.

increases in teachers' knowledge, students' achievement, or,
even, students' retention? EvIen'when it comes to assessing
reading and arithietic curricUla, standardized ABE-oriented:test
instruments may Mk, but they could certainly be improved. To

'deal with such issues, an evaluation capacity or process is not
only necessary, btkt it must include expertise in both evaluation
and in adult basicloducation.

.

Depending upon funding availability and decisions made about
other aspects of verall dissemination system, an evaluation
capacity could be rganized on a regional basis, as were the. 309
regional staff dev lopment projects, or on a nationaltbasis, as
is the federally supported Joint Dissemination Review Panel. An
ettaluatten capacity could/also function in different ways.
Following the model °of the Joint Dissemination Review Panel, an
ABE evaluation system could simply review evidence--test redblts,

.-Wc.)--that projecttevelopers gather and present.* Alternative-
ly, a'more activist approach could be' employed whereby evaluation

*The Joint Dissemination Review Panel process, in fact, has been
employed to validate several ABE-curricular developments, begin-
ning with an APL-based curriculum (United States Office of Educa-
tion, 1976). The Panel's reliance on standardized test data
limits its utility to the ABE field'.'
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experts themselves help collect the evidence. Indeed, the evalu-
ation experts _could take on a technical assistance role. They
could become involved early in the development of local and
-state-supported innovations, helping project staffs decide on
appropriate documentation,\evaluation strategies, and assessment'
tools. e

.

. 4 6 The evaluation expertise establishedstablished to assess state and
Vocal efforts could also set* federally funded grants projects
(See Rebommendation Al p. 39). In such cases, evaluation ex-
perts would be particularly valuable for formative evaluation
purposes- -that is, for reviewing and improving ongoing efforts of
individual projects as well as the Overall grants program. The
evaluation capacity would thereby be directed towards improved
tynctioning of research and'development.efforts. Yet, summative
valuations would' also be require to assess project outcomes

10
and, when appropriate for dissemi ation purposes, to validate
Such outcomes. Summative. evaluati ns were almOst always done
with the original 309 program projects but in a fragmented, ad
hoc fashion. If a, revived grants program institutionalizes an
evaluation capacity, the opportunity exists for expertise, to
flourish, to have significant impact, and .for a 'body of evalua-
tion data to grow systematically and be readily available.

Establish an ongoing dissemination ca acit . If a federal
ABE grants program is to promote state an oca ly developed
innovations- -and to promote federally funded innovations as
well - -then more than an evaluation capacity', or system, is.
required. Innovations, no matter how effective, do not becpme
known and adopted on their-own. 'Moreover, as the original 309
program found; thosioNyith the 'skills to develop innovations do
not necessarily possess the Skills to-promote. said-innovations.
As aysesult, a dissemination system or capacity should, be estab-
list;ied to accompany the itorementioned evaluation one.

A dissemfnation capacity would keep abreast of, spread
information on, and help diffuse innovations (Aker, 1984;
Crouch, 1984). It might/involve, in part, a. mechanism for
'disSemination--perhapsy a practitioner-oriented newsletter br
regular workshops.' The capacity might also involve dissemina-
tion experts whol,in A manner akin to National Diffusion' Network
facilitators, would ,help state and local ABE practitioners to
learn about and Amplement innovative approaches. Dissemination
experts could, in addition, help project staffs to design and
implement dissemination strategies for locally developed innova-

As with an evaluation system, a dissemination system coul4
be organited on a regional or a national basis. A regional
approach would have the advantage of being physically-close to
both the projects to be disseminated and to ABE administrators
and practitioners. Moreover, such, a system could be made
sensitive to regional differences,in program organization and
operations. Regionally organized staff development proved effec-
tive in the pas&,, and a regionally organized dissemination system
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was tried with success, though on a limited, trial basis (Meziraw
et al., n.d.). Yet, a regionally organized system would be
ekpensivel and it is not the only alternative. A national dis-
semination capacity could be tried--one modeled perhaps after the
National Center for Research in Vocational Education at Ohio
State University. Among other advantages, a national approach
would be easiest to integrate with the clearinghouse capacity
recommended below.

However organized, a dissemination system should well serve
4 revived federal grants program. For a new grants program to
gain support and be effective, project results must become known,
mnommnedations found useful and acted upon, and products dis-
tnibuted and employed (Mezirow, 1984; Miller, 1964). And for
these to occur, an effective means of dissemination, as is
recommended herein, must be available. Dissemination experts,
moreover, could lend their expertise to the setting of program
priorities and the selection of projects to fund. In this
fashion, the grants program might be made sensitive to dissemi-
nation issues.at the outset.

Establish and adult'basic education clearinghouse ca acit
Those w o wou eve op, eve ua e, ssem na e, an a op innova-
tive practices need access tothat which hasi gone on in the past
and that which:is going on in the present. To this end,' the
federal goveillment should support, as it did in the mid 1970s,
an ABE clearinghouse. Such a clearinghouse would collect and
store the literature of ABE, including project records-,'products,
evaluations, research reports, and similar materials.

The clearinghouse should not be just a repository or ware-
house; instead, it 'should offer an accessible, critically ex-
amined °collection. Thus, the clearinghouse would review, evaluw
ate, and, most importantly,.keep the ABE community informed of
its. holdings. Annotated indexes and subject -area bibliograhpies,
for example, would thus be developed and distributed to state ABE
officials, local practitioners, and researchers. The clearing-
house's collection, moreover, would be readily accessible--
direetivfrom the clearinghouse or, perhaps, through a computer-
ited iewtprk or the ERIC system.

Although a'clearinghouse is needed to promote and spread
innovative practices, particularly those developed at state and
local levels, a clearinghouse is. also required to inform policy
decisions and analytic efforts. As recommended above (Recom-
mendail41 A -6, p. 44), the history of the 309 program can be a
useful resource for a revived grants program. Unfortunately, the
lack of.a well-maintained, well-organized ABE clearinghouse makes
that history difficult to access.

Many early ABE 309 project reports were, apparently, never
collected in the first place (Darkenwald, Beder, & Adelman,
1.964). Those that are in existence are difficult to track down.
The majority of the 309 project reports and related materials



employed herein were obtained, through the ERIC Document Repro-
duction Service or through a collection of ABE materials at
Montclair State College (Upper Montclair, NJ). The ERIC system,
while certainly, useful, lacks many 309 documents, and those 309
reports that are in ERIC are not identified assuoh, which makes
ERIC cumbersome to employ. The collection at Montclair State

lege consists, in lge measure, of materials assembled in the
ly 1970s, when the college had a 309 grant for a National ABE

. Multi-Media Center. The oollection is extensive, includes
materials.not, likely to be found elsewhere, and was an invaluable
resource for this study. Montclair State College is to be com-
mended for maintaining these materials.. Yet, the collection is
,difficult to access except in person; moreover, the collected
materials are not well-indexed and to exploit them fully requires
the time to review them piece-by-piece, shelf-by-shelf.

TtievApposed ABE clearinghtse should be connected to the
previously recommended dissemin tion and evaluation capacities.
In fact, the three would be most effective if closely related.
Thus, the clearinghouse/ would be 'a logical source of materials to.
be disseminated. Alsoi it should, as a consequence of its own
activities, gain expertise in packaging product reports and
products- -an expertise/ which could assist both project staffs and
dissemination agents./ Furthermore, the clearinghouselsannotated
indexes andpackaging/efforts should be informed by project
evaluations. Finally; the clearinghouse could maintain and pro-
vide'access'to an 4.1p4to-date collection of materials on develop-
ing programmatic innovations and on dissemination and evaluation
strategies, including reports of federally sponsored dissemina-
tion and evaluation projects.

The hitherto cited National Center for Research in Voca-
tional Education offers one model, deserving of study, for
integrating dissemination, evaluation, and clearinghouse capaci-
ties. These capacities were also linked together, to some ex-
tent, in 309 funded efforts, including Project CABU. (Griswold,
1969) and the National Multimedia Center for Adult Education
(Montclair State College), which remains in operation, without
federal funds, on a limited basis. Such efrorts also deserve
study.

Conclusion

In ,summationc a federal grants program has positively con-
'tributed to ABE's past and should be revived. The state grants
programs have notrprOven sufficient to support a broad research
and development agenda and to facilitate the flow of information
and innovation. A federal grants program is thus required to
undertake policy analyses, basic research, long-term efforts, and
other projects whidh state grants programs will not or cannot
fund; a federal grants program is also needed to validate and

\ disseminate promising program curricular,. and staff development
\ practices developed'at state and local (and federal) levels. A

federal grants prlogram can thus help the ABE field to develop its



resources and to disseminate the resources which it already has
developed. The recommAndations offered above aim to meet these
goals and, in 30 doing, to enable a federal grants program to
both well serve the ABE field and to win the support of the
diverse constituencies that comprise the ABE community.
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Appendix

Project Candidates

The study reported herein did not seek, for the most
part, to develop recommendations for specific projects that a
rejuvenated 309-type program should undertake. Nevertheless,
in an effort to understand what type of federal grants pro-
gram might be needed now, the individuals interviewed for
this study were asked to suggest specific projects that a
renewed federal grants program should support. The responses
obtained are a resource, representing the opinions of informed
federal and state officals, former 309 project staff members,
and academicians and researchers. These opinions are offered
below, not as recommendations of this report but as candidate
proposals for the consideration of those who may direct a new
309 effort and for those who may seek its funds. The ideas
are meant to be suggestive and provocative. As such, some
are inconsistent with others; some are rather wistful and
unlikely ever to be realized. A few, it should be noted,
were obtained from project reports and evaluations of the
original 309 program. However, whether obtained from recent
interviews or from the 309 literature, the suggestions to
follow are intended as "fo'J for thought," and, it is hoped,
fodder for action.

Overall Program Goals. Direct the federal grants pro-
gram towards "coordinating and developing systems (Delker,
1984), towards influencing federal and state policy (Rivera,
1984), and towards developing national awareness of the il-
literacy problem (Miller, 1984). Only fund projects with a
national scope (Bobbi Walden, 1984); only fund projects based
on demonstrable need at the practitioner. level (DeScantis,
1984). Assign'the bulk of 309 funds to the National Adult
Education Center, as in European countries and elsewhere
(Darkenwald, 1984) or perhaps modeled on the National Center
for Research in Vocational Education (Parker, 1984).

Interstate Efforts. Promote interstate communication
(Mezirow, 1984) and interchange and training (Rivera, 1984).
Develop a networking system which involves the ABE community
at large (Spear, 1984). Support regionally specific projects
(Aker, 1984; Eyster, 1984).

gi:Ldgc)orativeEffortsInteraencar. Coordinate ABE
efforts with other education and community agencies. (Eyster,
1984; Kincaid, 1984) Bohbi Walden, 1984) and with business
and labor groups (Ast, 1984; Eyre, 1984). Explore non-public
school ABE (Mezirow, 1984), and integrate ABE into ongoing
community groups (Aker, 1984). Help states develop legisla-
tion which facilitates collaborative arrangements (Delker,
1984).
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Practitioner- and Administrator-Related Effort. Provide
staff development Mezirow, 1984 --espec ally on a regional
basis (Easter,1984)--to promote competency based education
(Shelton, 1984), to strengthen state adult education depart-
ment staffs (Aker, 1984), and to develop minority-group
administrator and policymakers (Spear, 1973, p. 18). Con-
trariwise, do not employ 309 program for staff development
uses (Eyre, 1984; Delker, 1984a). Support research on effec-
tive teaching strategies (Bob Walden, 1984); do not support
such research (Miller, 1984). Offer career guidance to ABE
personnel, (Spear, 1973, P. 18), and explore alternative career
strategies--for example, develop positions involving 1/2 day
teaching youth and 1/2 day teaching adults (Aker, 1984).
"Architect" a competency based teacher certification system,
one which could certify paraprofessionals (Delker, 1984a).

Student Outreach and Recruitment. Promote strategies
to encourage ABE participation by the undereducated in general
(Kirscher, 1976, p. 18), by low level readers in particular
(Rivera, 1984; Bob Walden, 1984) and by special populations,.
including: Hispanics, women, military personnel, convicts,
and the physically and mentally handicapped (Eyre, 1984;
Miller, 1984). Develop supplements, aimed at illiterate and
functionally illiterate adults, for inclusion in local news-
papers (Aker, 1984).

Basic Research Efforts. Fund basic research projects
(Darkenwald, 1984), including studies: on the adult learning
process (Shelton, 1984); on the, impact of rewards--e.g., free
day care--on learning (Miller, 1984); and on how illiterate
and functinally illiterate adults function daily (Harman,
1984). Examine impact or lack thereof of earlier theoretical
studies on practice (Aker, 1984).

Technologically-Oriented Efforts.. Survey current appli-
cation in ABE of computer-assisted instruction, educational
television, etc. (Delker, 1984; Parker, 1984). Assess
effectiveness of computerassisted instruction (Lumsden,
1984), and technologically oriented home learning centers (Ast,
1984). Explore how computer-assisted instruction can be
employed in ABE. (Eyre, 1984; Miller, 1984) and with different
ABE populations (Aker, 1984). Train content specialists and
computer programmers to develop ABE software (Lumsden, 1984).



Appendix B

Project Candidates

Winthrop Adkins, Teachers College, Columbia University (New
York), received 309 funds to help develop the Life Skills
Program.

George Aker, Professor of Adult Education, Florida State
University (Tallahassee), directed 309 supported training for
state adult education directors.

Bob G. Allen, directed the Division of Adult and Community
Education, Texas Education Agency (Austin) since 1971.

Raymond J. Asti Montclair State College (Upper Montclair, NJ),
conducted a 309 supported demonstration of ABE learning
centers and helped organize a conference bringing together
adult educators and educational publishers.

Edward T. Brown, a private consultant (Stone Mountain, GA),
directed the original regional 309 staff development project
in the South.

Stanley Caplan, Research Director, Southwestern Cooperative
Educational Laboratory's (Albuquerque, NM) multi-state 309
project to assist undereducated Mexican-Americans.

Jinx elen) Crouch, Executive Director of Literacy Volunteers
of 3m a Syracuse, NY).

Gordon G. Darkenwald, Professor of Adult Education, Rutgers
University (New Brunswick, NJ) particpated in and conducted
309 projects for the Center for Adult Education, Teachers
College, Columbia University.

Paul Delkerq long term Director, Division of Adult Education,
U.S. Department of Education (Washington, DC).

Vincent DeScantis, Campus Executive Officer, Shenago Valley
Campus, Pennsylvania State University (Shenago, PA), directed
the 309 regional staff development project in HEW Region 11.

J. K. East, former Adult Education Director for the State of
South Carolina.

Luke Easter, has long directed adult education for the
Tennessee State Department of Education (Nashville).

Garx Eyre, forme_ Executive Director, The President's National
Advisory Council on Adult Education, is currently Executive,
Director of the American Association for Adult and Continuing
Education (Washington, DC).
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George Eyster, Morehead State University (Morehead, KY),
directed Appalachian Adult Education Center.

Ted Freeman, Atlanta (GA), a Regional Representative for the
U.S. Secretary of Education.

David Harman, Hebrew University (Jerusalem), originated the
APL concept and helped developed Project AIM.

Ronald Howard, Opportunities Industrialization Center, Inc.
(Philadelphia), directed the Adult Armchair Education Project
and Projects T.U.N. E.

Gladys Irish, Kingsborough Community College (Brooklyn, NY),
a former member of the Center for Adult Education, Teachers
College, Columbia/ University.

James Kincaid, head of the Education Department, College of
077aritirdWirStudies, Colorado State University (Fort Collins),
directed Project Communi-Link and Project Act.

Barry Lumsden, Professor of Higher Education, North Texas .

University, formerly the Adult Learning Center director,
North Carolina State University.

Donald McCune, Director of Adult and Continuing Education for
the California State Department of Education (Sacramento).

Jack Mezirow, Director, Center for Adult Education, Teachers
College, Columbia Uniirersity and leader of several large-scale
309 surveys.

James Miller, Director, Division of Education Services, Ohio
4 Department of Education (Columbus) and has long overseen

Ohio's ABE efforts.

Norville Northcutt, Director, Data Services, Austin Community
College, directed the APL study from 1972-1976.

James Parker, staff member of the Division of Adult Education,
U.S. Department of Education (Washington, DC).

William Rivera, Associate Professor, Department of Agriculture
and Extension Services, University of Maryland (College Park),
directed Project AIM.

Elaine Shelton, (Austin, TX) former member of the APL research
team and rem;ins involved in the dissemination of APL based
programming.

George Sear, University of Missouri at Kansas City, directed
the 309 funded National Teacher Training Study as well as the
consortium of regional 309 staff development projects.
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Bob W. Walden, Coordinator, Adult Basic Education, Alabama
Department of Education (Montgomery).

Bobbi Walden, Coordinator of Community Education for the State
of Alabama (Montgomery), a former member of the National
Advisory Colncil on Adult Education and developer of a 309
funded ABE learning center program.

Warren Ziegler, President, Futures-Invention Associates (Denver,
CO), directed the 309 supported investigation of the future
of adult education.
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